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Studies on factors that will impact on the success of shopping centers in the context of a 
developed country have been the focus of many researchers, but these have not been done in a 
transitional economy such as China. Compared with developed countries, the retail market in 
China remains relatively unknown. China’s retail industry has gradually transformed from 
one with a very high degree of government intervention into a more market and 
consumer-oriented system. The retail markets in the first tier cities in China have undergone 
rapid evolution, development and growth.  
 
Consumers’ perceptions of shopping center attributes are very important to shopping center 
patronage and shopping center success. This study seeks to contribute to the literature by 
drawing attention to the retail market in China. Aiming to investigate the behaviors and 
shopping patterns of Chinese customers and empirically test the effective factors which can 
affect shopping center success, a survey on 611 shoppers was carried out in four selected 
shopping centers in Beijing, China.  
 
Due to rapid economic development and the opening-up of the retail market, Chinese 
consumers’ preferences and shopping patterns are changing accordingly. In this study, distinct 
patterns of shopping behaviors are found based on the relative importance of patronage 
factors. Four types of shoppers, namely, convenience, price conscious, size conscious, and 
facility conscious shoppers are found by using the standardized data set. The results show that 
 V 
the Chinese consumers in the urban area are becoming more diverse.  
 
Focusing on the role of shopping center attributes on consumers’ expenditure and stay time, 
OLS regression models are employed. The expenditure amount of shopping center patrons is 
positively related to shoppers’ stay time and convenient parking facilities. Promotion activity 
has a positive and significant effect on shoppers’ stay time, which indirectly impact on 
shoppers’ expenditure. For different shopping centers, the attractive factors may not be the 
same because of the different targeted consumers.  
 
Focusing on the development of the retail industry in a transitional economy, this research 
provides both researchers and retailers with a better insight and understanding into the 
behaviors of Chinese customers, and the retail industry in China. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 
 
1.1 Research Background 
A shopping center is defined in Levy and Weitz (2001) as a group of retail and other 
commercial establishments that is planned, owned and managed as a single property, 
comprising one or more anchor stores and several smaller units. These are often referred to as 
shopping malls, regional or sub-regional centers in the USA. In China, examples of such 
developments include the Sun Dong An Plaza and China World Shopping Mall in Beijing, 
and the Oriental Shopping Centre in Shanghai. They provide a variety of ‘shopping goods’ as 
well as a variety of services. Currently, shopping in an actual retail center is the universal 
format. With the increased use in information technology, the format of retailing on the 
internet is becoming popular. Shopping centers gradually become more competitive as 
consumers have interesting forms of shopping and a variety of centers to select. 
 
Studies on factors that will impact on the success of shopping centers in the context of a 
developed country have been the focus of many researchers; for example, Sirmans and 
Guidry (1993), Gatzlaff, Sirmans and Diskin (1994), Hardin and Wolverton (2001). In 
contrast, although China has the largest consumer market in the world, the retail market in 
China remains relatively unknown. This is largely due to the long years of being under a 
planned economy, a very limited number of shopping center developments as well as the lack 
of a market system within the retail industry (Wong and Yu, 2001). Under the planned 
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economy, retail and consumer goods in China were distributed by the state, which had the 
monopoly control (Tseng, 1997). Since the implementation of its “open-door” policy in 1978, 
China’s retail industry has gradually transformed from one with a very high degree of 
government intervention into a more market and consumer-oriented system. On December 11, 
2004 China further opened its retail market by lowering various investment prerequisites for 
foreign investors according to the WTO agreement. It means that foreign retailers are not 
required to seek local joint venture partners. Geographic restrictions have also been removed. 
Moreover, capital requirement to set up retail business in China is also reduced significantly. 
 
Changes in the economy, consumer attitudes and shopping patterns have also altered the retail 
environment. Firstly, the market economy gives rise to a radical change in shopping centers. 
The proliferation of technology and evolving consumers’ demand necessitate a change in the 
shopping centers. Traditional managers of the shopping centers now feel more intense 
challenges from information technology savvy competitors who offer a wider range of quality 
goods and services. As China is in a transition phase, and the retail market has changed 
greatly, it is timely for researchers to analyze the changing retail environment and the 
consumer shopping patterns. This research uses Beijing shopping centers as a case study. As 
the capital and one of the most developed cities in China, Beijing’s retail industry was one of 
the first to undergo the change. The full liberalization of China’s retail markets coupled with 
the continuous growth in disposable income are two of the primary elements which are 
contributing to the rapid evolution, development and growth of retailing in Beijing. The retail 
market in Beijing is undergoing a period of fast development. Many new shopping centers 
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have been developed, but unfortunately many are failures. So it is important and timely to 
analyze what are the key success factors in these shopping centers. As the retail market in 
China is immature and still under government intervention, it is different from those of 
Western countries. As noted by Samuel et al. (1996), foreign retail investors are unlikely to 
realize the full potential of China’s consumer market by simply transplanting Western 
practices into Chinese culture. 
 
1.2 Objective of Research  
The main objectives of this study are: 
 
(1) To analyze the development of the retail industry in transition China, and identify the 
changing characteristics in the retail market, which may be different from those of Western 
countries. Moreover, for a shopping center to be successful, it is really necessary to 
understand the retail environment and the government policy. 
 
(2)To investigate the shopping patterns and shopping behaviors of Chinese customers.  
Due to rapid development of the economy, the standard of living of the Chinese population 
has improved. At the same time, many new concepts and new retail outlets have been 
introduced. The shopping preferences, shopping patterns and behaviors of Chinese consumers 
have also changed accordingly. The data of this study is based on shoppers’ surveys in 
selected shopping centers in Beijing. It is hoped that by analyzing these questionnaires, we 
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can understand the shoppers’ decision making styles and their shopping behaviors. In addition, 
this study seeks to identify if distinct consumer segments with similar shopping 
considerations and shopping patterns would be found.  
 
(3) To empirically test the effective factors which can affect shopping center success.  
One of the important issues faced by shopping center owners or managers is how to attract 
shoppers to visit their malls, especially for malls located outside the prime shopping areas. 
One of the main objectives of this study is to identify the determinants which will generate 
patronage at a shopping center and hence generate shoppers’ desire to stay in the center and 
purchase the goods and services.  
 
Given the above objectives, the study is designed to address the following research questions: 
 
(1) What are the characteristics of the retail market in China? What are the characteristics of 
shopping patterns and shopping behaviors of Chinese shoppers, such as travel time, mode 
of travel and frequency of shopping? 
 
(2) What are the main considerations of Chinese customers when choosing a shopping center? 
What types of shopping patterns and considerations tend to be linked, and how do these 
considerations vary by consumers’ socioeconomic and demographic characteristics? 
 
(3) What are the important factors for the success of shopping centers in Beijing? What are 
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the key determinants of shopping centers’ patronage and shoppers’ expenditure? 
 
1.3 Research Scope 
Focusing on shopping center patronage rather than individual store patronage, the purpose of 
this study is to investigate shopping patterns of Chinese shoppers and examine the 
determinants of shopping center success. The investigations are made through face-to-face 
surveys done at four shopping centers in Beijing. All the selected shopping centers are located 
near the fourth-belt ring of Beijing. Therefore, they are easily accessible and have a large 
number of shoppers. Eleven determinant attributes on retail patronage, namely, proximity, 
size, transportation, parking, anchor tenant, variety, service, price, promotion, quality and 
atmosphere are distilled from the literature review. This research uses descriptive statistics, 
cluster analysis and regression analysis to examine the relationship between shopping center 
attributes and shopping center performance. Discussion of the findings and their implications 
for successful shopping center development will be made.  
 
1.4 Significance and Contribution of the Study 
As studies on the China retail market are very limited, this study may be one of the pioneer 
works in this field. Given that the importance of key attributes to shopping center success has 
not been tested and few researches have been done on the shopping centers in China, this 
research will enrich the retail real estate literature. 
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As more and more investors wish to establish or expand their retailing business in China, this 
study will provide useful and valuable information. This study will help shopping center 
owners or developers in China to make shopping center strategy, assist the management of 
centers, understand the behaviors of their customers and therefore improve shopping center 
performance. 
 
1.5 Organization of the Study 
This study is organized into eight chapters. Chapter One provides an overview of this research.  
Chapter Two reviews previous studies on shopping center patronage and the consumer 
literature. Chapter Three examines the development of the retail market in China. Chapter 
Four presents the research methodology. Chapter Five presents the survey results. A cluster 
analysis on consumers’ shopping patterns is presented in Chapter Six and the regression 
analysis on the successful factors of shopping centers in Chapter Seven. Finally, Chapter 
Eight discusses conclusions, limitations and implications.  
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Chapter Two: Literature Review 
 
This chapter is categorized into two parts. The first part reviews previous studies on the 
determinant factors of shopping center success. The second part summarizes the related 
literature on shopping center patronage.  
 
2.1 Studies on the Successful Factors for Shopping Centers 
What do we know about the success factors of shopping centers? The literature has 
extensively analyzed the effect of spatial factors and non-spatial factors on retail sales or 
shopping center rent. Spatial factors are related to the shopping center’s market, building and 
site, while non-spatial factors describe the shopping center’s character and are usually 
measured in terms of retail image and mix (Majia and Benjamin 2000).  
 
2.1.1 Spatial Factors 
♦ Location Factors 
Brown (1992) studies the aspects of retail location at the micro-scale level. He notes that a 
good location in a shopping center can offer a ready access to the shops, attract large number 
of customers and hence increase the potential sales of the shopping center. This is because 
through location, goods and services are made available to potential customers. With respect 
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to location, the two most commonly noted determinants of retail patronage are accessibility 
and visibility (Simons, 1992; Ownbey, Davis and Sundel, 1994; Forgey, Goebel and Nixon, 
1995). In the extremely competitive retailing environment, even slight differences in location 
can have significant effect on market share and profitability for each shopping center. 
Accessibility and nearness to the home are important reasons why shoppers patronize a 
particular store.  
 
Reilly’s (1931) seminal proposition, known as the law of retail gravitation, indicates that the 
retail sales of two identically sized stores are inversely related to their distance to consumers. 
In Christaller’s central place theory, consumers’ shopping behavior is based on the nearest 
shopping center hypothesis. Building on Reilly’s law of retail gravitation, Huff (1964) 
theoretically proposes a retail gravity model which suggests that the market capture rate of a 
shopping center is directly related to its mass and inversely related to distance.  
 
However, variation in patronage of shopping centers may be driven by a number of other 
relevant variables beyond size and distance. Many researchers point out the limitations of the 
gravity model and central place theory. They argue that store distance is not as relevant as 
traditional retail sales models (Gautshi 1981; Eaton and Lipsey 1981; Mayo, Jarvis and 
Xander 1988; Eppli and Shilling 1996).  
 
♦ Size 
The importance of retailer size to retail patronage has been explained in different contexts. 
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First, Huff’s retail gravity model specifies retailer size as a direct determinant of market share. 
Lakshmanan and Hansen (1965) broaden the Huff’s model and construct a retail expenditure 
model. Eppli and Shilling (1996) test Lakshmanan and Hansen’s model, showing that larger 
shopping centers attract more consumers than smaller shopping centers. Brueckner (1993) 
indicates a given store’s sales depend on its own space as well as on the space allocated to 
other stores in the center. The given store’s own sales rise as other stores grow in size because 
the shopping center is then more attractive to customers. Due to the attraction of 
multi-purpose shopping behavior, Eaton and Lipsey(1982), Mulligan(1983) conclude that 
merchants located in large centers have a competitive advantage over merchants in small 
centers. 
 
♦ Physical Aspects 
Besides shopping centers’ location and size, other physical aspects of shopping centers have 
been found to be important to the centers’ success.  
 
Oppewal and Timmermans (1999) show that design, measured through pedestrian space, 
window displays and other attributes, influences consumers’ perception of shopping centers. 
Brown’s (1999) study of a successful and an unsuccessful shopping center on spatial structure 
supports Oppewal and Timmermans (1999)’ findings, arguing that a good design can offset a 
poor location but a good location does not always compensate for a bad design.  
 
Nelson (1958) states that consumers’ patronage choices are the results of individual reactions 
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to the factors of attraction and resistance related to available shopping facilities. These factors 
include attraction decorations, adequate and facile inter-store circulation, adequacy of parking, 
accessibility and other physical facilities. 
 
Shopping centers have shifted from pure purchasing-selling function to multi-functions 
corresponding to the emergence of hedonic or recreational consumption patterns (Bloch et al. 
1994). Many shopping centers provide entertainment facilities such as cinema and food courts 
to attract more shoppers to visit. A popular entertainment facility in Singapore’s shopping 
centers is the Cineplex. Ooi and Sim (2005) suggest that accommodating a Cineplex enhances 
the magnetism of suburban malls and benefits the owner and other stores.  
 
2.1.2 Non-spatial Factors 
Non-spatial factors, particularly retail image and tenant mix, are also important. The 
construction of large malls and the growing shopping center competition have made 
developers more interested in the effect of retail image and tenant mix on retail patronage 
(Majia and Benjamin 2000).  
 
♦ Retail Image 
Martineau (1958) describes store image as the way in which the store is defined in the 
consumer’s mind, partly by its functional qualities and partly by an aura of psychological 
attributes. The more favorable the image, the more likely it is that the consumer prefers the 
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store. Bearden (1977) examines the relative importance of seven store image attributes, 
namely, price level, quality of merchandise, merchandise selection, store ambience, location, 
parking facilities and friendliness of salespeople on consumers’ decisions regarding the 
patronage of downtown versus suburban shopping centers. It is found that only the last four 
attributes are critical in affecting consumers’ preferences for downtown or outlying shopping 
centers. Nevin and Houston (1980) examine the importance of store image in attracting 
consumers to competitive intra-urban shopping areas and find that by adding a store image 
component to Huff’s gravity model the prediction of consumers’ choice of intra-urban 
shopping centers does not improve significantly. However, image, especially the “assortment 
dimension” (including quality of stores, variety of stores, merchandise, product selection, 
special sales/promotions, etc), is found to exhibit a strong influence on consumers’ level of 
liking for a shopping area.  
 
♦ Tenant Mix 
Tenant mix can be defined as the combination of stores occupying the shopping center 
(Brown 1992). The choice of tenants for the center is actually one of the most important 
features that distinguish a prosperous shopping center from one that is failing. The importance 
of retail mix is highlighted by Kirkup and Rafiq (1994) and Anikeeff (1996). The empirical 
evidence has shown that the drawing power of a shopping center can be increased by 
clustering together a large number of similar stores because of agglomeration benefits 
(Hotelling, 1929; Miceli et al., 1998). Nelson (1958) and more recently, Eppli and Shilling 
(1993a) attempt to measure the degree of spillover shopping, or “retail compatibility” across 
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different types of non-anchor stores. Based on a sample of stores in 54 shopping centers in the 
US, Eppli and Shilling (1993a) estimate the degree of retail compatibility as measured by 
percentage of customer interchange are as follows: Highly compatible (>30%), Moderately 
compatible (10-30%), Slightly compatible (5-10%), Incompatible (0%) and Deleterious (< 
0%). 
 
♦ Anchor Tenant 
Anchor tenants also serve as a major drawing power to a retail mall. Nevin and Houston 
(1980) empirically analyze the effects of shopping center image and tenant mix and reveal 
that anchor tenant is an important shopping center draw. Anderson (1985) indicates the 
importance of anchor stores in the success of shopping centers. The research is further 
extended by Eppli and Shilling (1993b), who theoretically model and empirically test the 
effects of anchor tenant size and image on non-anchor tenants. 
 
Anchor stores that are known as traffic generators receive rental discount (Benjamin, Boyle 
and Sirman 1992). Ingene and Ghosh (1990) suggest that demand externalities flow only in 
one direction from anchor tenants to non-anchor tenants. Sirmans and Guidry (1993) indicate 
that shopping center rents are highly related to variables such as type of anchor, center size, 
center age, center design, location and general economic conditions. Gatzlaff, Sirman and 
Diskin (1994) study the impact of a loss of anchor tenant on the rental rates of 36 
neighborhood and community shopping centers located across Florida and Georgia. They find 
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that the mall’s rent reduced by approximately 25% due to the loss of an anchor tenant.  
 
♦ Atmosphere 
“Atmosphere” is an all encompassing term used to describe the experience “felt” but not 
always seen (Milliman 1986). Kotler (1973) coins the term “atmospherics” to describe “the 
conscious planning of the atmospheres to contribute to the buyers’ purchasing propensity.” He 
suggests smell, light, music, décor and cleanliness as the components of the atmosphere and 
the perceived atmosphere may vary for different customers depending on their individual 
characteristics. Store atmosphere is crucial in affecting shopping center patronage decisions. 
In addition, Kotler (1973) postulates that the atmosphere of the store is, in some cases more 
influential than the product itself in the shopper’s purchase decision. And the creation of the 
appropriate store atmosphere is critical to the success of the store.  
 
Donovan and Rossiter (1982) introduce an environmental psychology model in measuring 
shopping attitudes and intentions. They find that shopping behavior is directly influenced by 
emotional reactions triggered by customers’ surroundings. Additionally, the customer’s degree 
of pleasure and arousal induced by the store environment have a positive effect on his 
purchasing propensity, willingness to interact with sales personnel and length of time spent in 
the store. Donovan et al. (1994) extend the Donovan and Rossiter (1982)’ study and the 
results reinforce the conclusion by Donovan and Rossiter (1982).  
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♦ Other Factors 
Price strategy is also very important in shopping center success. Studies done by some 
researchers show that consumers rank the relationship between merchandise price and value 
as the most important determinant of store patronage (Jolson and Spath 1973; Berry 1969; 
Rich and Portis 1964). This factor is also applicable in the selection of shopping centers, as 
shown by Gentry and Burns (1977).  
 
The importance of service quality has been highlighted in the previous literature as a vital 
impact on consumers’ purchasing behavior (Shycon, 1992; Bitner et al., 1994). Parasuraman 
et al. (1988) observe that superior service quality yields increased profits via premium pricing 
in the short run and leads to both expansion and gains in market share in the long run. 
 
Advertising and promotion will help to build traffic and increase sales for all the stores in a 
shopping center. Regular promotions are an excellent way to create public awareness of a 
shopping center, draw new customers, and generate additional sales. The tenants, in turn, 
benefit from the added traffic, and in most cases the retailing business at the center improves 
(Alexander, 1983).  
 
2.2 Studies on Shopping Center Patronage  
Most of the recent studies examine patronage from t
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while this study will investigate those from the point of view of shopping centers. In this 
regard, Bucklin (1967) concludes that social position, image, and the shopping problem are 
related to the selection of a shopping center within the city. A few studies on the relationship 
between shopper demographics and customer patronage are conducted by Bellenger, 
Robertson and Greenberg (1977), Bellenger and Korgaonkar (1980), Darden and Ashton 
(1974). These studies show that there are links between shoppers’ profile and the patronage. It 
suggests that consumers with different demographic profiles and lifestyles have different store 
attribute preferences and hence are attracted to different types of shopping centers.  
 
In order to investigate reasons consumers go shopping, three different but related streams of 
research are identified: shopping orientations, shopping value and consumer decision-making 
styles.  
 
2.2.1 Shopping Orientation 
Shopping orientation will influence shopping behavior which is significantly related to retail 
strategy for the retailers. There are several studies in this area. Different researchers identify 
different types of shoppers. Within a consumer habitat, individuals also may be categorized 
into groups that vary in their patterns of behaviors. The pioneering study by Stone (1954) on 
urban shopping orientation suggests that the meaningful determinants of shopping behavior 
are social-psychological in origin. He develops a shopping typology, consisting of four types 
of shoppers, namely, economic consumer, personalizing consumer, ethical consumer and 
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apathetic consumer. Economic shoppers are sensitive to price, quality and variety of 
merchandise; personalizing shoppers make store-patronage decisions based on strong 
personal attachments with store personnel; ethical shoppers are willing to sacrifice low prices 
or wide merchandise selection in order to benefit smaller players, and apathetic shoppers are 
not interested in shopping and views it as an onerous task to be completed as soon as possible. 
Darden and Reynolds (1971) investigate general consumer shopping orientations in relation to 
product usage, and their study provides additional evidence of Stone (1954)’s findings. 
 
Two papers on the orientation of grocery shoppers (Darden and Ashton 1974; Williams, 
Painter and Nichols 1978) both suggest the existence of the economic/price-oriented shopper 
type, the convenience shopper type and the apathetic shopper type. In addition, both studies 
point to a class of shoppers for whom multiple patronage objectives exist, that is, the highly 
involved or demanding shopper type. 
 
Bellenger et al. (1977) and Bellenger and Korgaonkar (1980) have offered a simple two-fold 
shopping orientation, which suggests that shoppers can be classified as “recreational 
shoppers” or “convenience-economic shoppers”. The two shopper types differ in the amount 
of time and information-seeking involved in shopping. Convenience and economic shoppers 
dislike shopping or are neutral toward it, and thus approach retail store selection from a 
time-saving or money-saving point of view. As compared with convenience shoppers, 
recreational shoppers can be defined as those who enjoy shopping as a leisure-time activity. 
Recreational shoppers may also be more actively engaged in information seeking than 
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convenience shoppers.  
 
In the shopping orientation literature, it has been suggested that for some people, shopping 
may be a very enjoyable use of time without respect to the purchase of goods or services. In 
an exploratory study into why people shop, Tauber (1972) finds that they do so for many 
reasons other than the need for products or services. He suggests they are motivated by two 
types of psychosocial needs: personal and social. The personal motives include the needs for 
role-playing, diversion, self-gratification, learning about new trends, physical activity and 
sensory stimulation. The social motives include the needs for social experiences, 
communication with others, peer group attractions, status and authority and pleasure in 
bargaining. Westbrook and Black (1985), Arnold and Reynolds (2003) advance Tauber’s 
(1972) work on shopping motives. 
 
2.2.2 Shopping Value 
Values are consumers’ broad life goals and they often involve the emotional effect associated 
with such goals and needs (Peter and Olson, 2005). In shopping literature, a stream of 
research has focused on the value provided by a complete shopping experience. Consumers’ 
evaluations of a shopping experience can be categorized into two dimensions: utilitarian and 
hedonic value (Babin et al. 1994; Arnold and Reynolds, 2003; Wakefield and Baker, 1998). 
The utilitarian aspects of the shopping experience are characterized as task-related, rational 
and whether or not a product acquisition related mission is accomplished (Arnold and 
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Reynolds, 2003). On the other hand, the hedonic aspects of the shopping experience reflect 
shopping’s potential entertainment and emotional worth and can involve increased arousal, 
heightened involvement, perceived freedom, fantasy fulfillment and escapism (Babin et al. 
1994; Arnold and Reynolds, 2003). So hedonic shoppers take into account not only shopping, 
but they are very concerned with the sensory and emotive aspects of the entire experience 
(Hirschman & Holbrook, 1982). In contrast, utilitarian shoppers shop mainly for actual 
transaction or to seek information. They are less concerned with the process and more 
interested in the outcome of shopping. 
 
2.2.3 Consumer Decision-making Styles 
The consumer decision-making process is a complex phenomenon. According to Sproles and 
Kendal (1986), a consumer decision-making style is defined as a mental orientation 
characterizing a consumer’s approach to making choices. Broadly speaking, the consumer 
literature suggests three ways to characterize consumer decision-making styles, namely, 
psychographic/lifestyle approach, the consumer typology approach, and the consumer 
characteristics approach. To further consolidate the various approaches, Sproles and Kendal 
(1986) develop the Consumer Style Inventory (CSI) to measure consumer decision-making 
styles. The eight major characteristics of consumer decision-making identified in Sproles and 
Kendal (1986) are (1) perfectionistic and high-quality conscious consumers who 
systematically search for the best quality products possible; (2) brand conscious or price 
equals quality consumers who are concerned with getting the most expensive, well-known 
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brands; (3) novelty and fashion-conscious consumers who like new and innovative products 
and gain excitement from seeking out new things; (4) recreational and hedonistic consumers 
who take pleasure in shopping and who shop just for the fun of it; (5) price conscious and 
value for money consumers who are concerned with getting lower prices; (6) impulsive and 
careless consumers who tend to buy spontaneously and are unconcerned about how much 
money they spend; (7) confused by overchoice consumers who feel they have too many 
brands and stores to choose from and are likely to experience information overload in the 
market; (8) habitual and brand-loyal consumers who shop at the same stores and tend to buy 
the same brands each time. The applicability of the CSI has been investigated across several 
cultures such as South Korea, New Zealand and China (Durvasula et al. 1993; Hafstrom et al. 
1992; Shim 1996; Fan and Xiao 1998; Hiu et al. 2001).  
 
It can be seen that there is a need for the retailers and shopping center managers to understand 
the demographic and socioeconomic profile of their customers so that they can cater to their 
shopping preferences and also position outlets in an appropriate manner so as to attract higher 
customer patronage from their target market. 
 
2.3 Studies on Shopping Pattern and Consumer Behavior in China 
Fan and Xiao (1998) modify the dimensions of the CSI to investigate young Chinese 
consumers’ decision-making styles. Based on data collected from university students in 
Guangzhou, five of the seven dimensions have been confirmed, namely, brand, time, quality, 
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price consciousness and information utilization. Another study on decision-making styles of 
Chinese consumers is done by Hiu et al. (2001) who attempts to test and further refine the 
CSI in China by adopting confirmatory factor analysis with more heterogeneous consumer 
samples. Their findings indicate that five decision-making styles are valid and reliable in 
Chinese culture: perfectionistic, novelty-fashion conscious, recreational, price conscious, and 
confused by overchoice. Three segments formed by cluster analysis are trendy and 
perfectionistic consumers, traditional and pragmatic consumers, and confused by overchoice 
consumers.   
 
The recent retail environment of China has shown that the decision-making styles of Chinese 
consumers, especially in major cities, have changed greatly compared with the past market 
and consumption situations. Developers in the increasingly competitive retail market are 
becoming more and more aware of the importance of the proper project positioning in 
consideration of consumers’ preferences and affordability in generating good returns. 
 
2.4 Summary of Literature Review 
As we can see from the literature review, most of the empirical studies are based on US or UK 
cities, and the research on the retail market in a transitional economy such as China is very 
limited. This study seeks to contribute to this incomplete knowledge and help understand the 
performance of Chinese shopping centers and Chinese consumers’ perceptions and behavior.  
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This research seeks to make two contributions to the existing literature. First, with the help of 
empirical research, this study extends our knowledge of consumer profiling to a non-Western 
context. With the further opening of China’s retail market, China is currently attracting 
considerable international interest and investments. Numerous world-famous retail chains 
have a presence there and a large number of modern shopping malls have emerged in recent 
years. From a managerial perspective, an understanding of consumer profiling schemes will 
provide an essential understanding of the way Chinese shoppers can be segmented and 
targeted. Second, this study also enriches the literature on shopping center performance in a 
transition economy. This is meaningful because most of the existing literature has been 
conducted in developed countries. Because of the unique nature of China’s retail market, we 
can not apply all the theories gained from developed markets to the retail industry in China. 
With the increasing competition among retail enterprises, knowledge of the determinant 
factors of shopping center performance has become vital to the survival of any shopping 
center in China.  
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Chapter Three: Retailing in a Transition Economy, China 
 
This chapter gives a brief introduction to the revolution of the retail industry in China and the 
development of the Beijing retail market from the 1990s to the present. 
 
3.1 The Revolution of Retailing in China 
The renowned Chinese economic reform and open policy has efficiently and dramatically 
pushed its rapid economic development and also changed its consumers’ lives greatly (The 
World Bank, 1997). The great changes happened in the 1990s when the government opened 
more markets for foreign investments. In 1992, China’s central government decided to open 
its retail market in six large cities and five special economic zones (SEZs) to foreign retailers 
and investors as a strategy to accelerate the country’s tertiary industry growth, and create 
more job opportunities (Lam, 1995; Shi and Yang, 1998). This policy of liberalizing the retail 
sector provides the impetus for more coordinated retail development and investment as well 
as broadened the channels for foreign retail investors to tap in on China’s 1.236 billion 
population (State Statistical Bureau, 1998). As part of its strategy to further liberalize the 
retail sector and attract more foreign funding and investments, the Chinese government has 
approved a number of new policies in recent years. First, with effect from June 1999, retail 
enterprises with direct foreign investment are allowed to be developed in all provincial 
capitals, capitals of autonomous regions, municipalities directly under the central government, 
municipalities with independent development plans, as well as Special Economics Zones 
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(SEZs) (Lauffs and Lin, 1999). Second, with effect from April 2000, the Chinese government 
has decided to decrease or even waive the land transfer fee and land use fee. For example, 
retail developments with more than 25% foreign funding in Xining and Haidong, in western 
China, are exempted from payment of the land use fee. 
 
On December 11, 2004 China further opened its retail market by lowering various investment 
prerequisites for foreign investors according to the WTO agreement. These include trade 
restrictions pertaining to geographic locations, equity ownership and number of outlets. In 
response to the greater operational freedom granted, international retailers sparked a rush of 
new demand for retail facilities across China led by major urban centers such as Beijing and 
Shanghai. Further amplifying this effect, the retail market witnessed the progressive 
broadening of the types of new retailers rushing to establish themselves in China. 
 
The rapid rise in household income has simultaneously increased the demand for consumer 
goods. The urban household per capita real income almost doubled between 1988 and 2002, 
increasing drastically from 4656 yuan to 9232 yuan (Gao, 2006). Goldman Sachs has 
projected that China’s economy will overtake Japan by 2015 and America by 2039 (Chandler, 




3.2 Changing Consumer Behavior 
Retailing has changed dramatically along with other patterns of life in the past decades in 
China and demands of the consumer for more and different styles of shopping can be 
observed. Li (1997) in his book on the Chinese consumer revolution divided the evolution of 
Chinese consumer patterns into three stages (Figure 3-1). In the 1970s, purchases fell within 
the realm of the functional. It seemed that the Chinese consumer was prepared to buy almost 
anything, with little regard to aesthetics or quality. By 1985, as supplies increased and the 
novelty of available goods wore off, consumers began to be more discriminating. Quality was 
becoming the top concern in Chinese consumers’ purchasing decisions. They were 
increasingly expecting to pay more for better quality. In 1992, Deng Xiaoping called for a 
further opening up of China’s economy. Foreign goods and investment flooded into China, 
and the Chinese consumer became discerning, moving rapidly from the paradigm of finding 
the best price to seeking the best quality. The Chinese consumer began to make choices based 
on more sophisticated criteria, and relatively intangible criteria, such as the aesthetic 
properties of a product or service. Chinese consumers made purchasing decisions based on 
deeply entrenched social and cultural values, the very same reasons consumers make 
purchases in the West. The singular difference is the speed at which the Chinese consumer has 
moved from functionally driven purchases, to intangible driven purchases, and the high 
degree of their commitment to this sophistication now (Chan and Lin, 1992; Ding, 1999). 
They no longer concentrate solely on the price and quality; design and service are also 
important criteria when they select and buy products.  
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Figure 3-1 Changing Consumer Preference 
 
Source: Li Conghua, Consumer Revolution in China, 1997 
 
In summary, Chinese consumer behaviors have shifted from pursuing physical satisfaction to 
pursuing psychological satisfaction. However, Chinese consumers’ preferences and 
consumption patterns vary among different age groups, income groups, occupation groups, as 
well as amongst consumers living in different administrative levels of cities. 
 
3.3 Development of Beijing Retail Market 
3.3.1 The Macro Economy of Beijing 
Beijing, China’s economic center, showed a GDP of 681.45 billion RMB in 2005 (about 84 
billion USD), an increase of 11.1 % over the previous year. Its per capita GDP was 44,969 
RMB, an increase of 8.1% from the previous year and 1.9 times as much as in 2000. Urban 
disposable income per capita was 17,653 yuan, a real increase of 12.9% from the previous 
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percentage points higher than the growth rate of the 20% of high-income residents. The 
Engel’s coefficient of Beijing's urban residents reached 31.8% in 2005 and that of the rural 
residents was 32.8%, declining 4.5 percentage points and 3.9 percentage points, respectively, 
compared with 2000. 
 
Figure 3-2 GDP Growth Rate of Beijing 
 
Source: Beijing Statistical Information Net 
 
Beijing’s real estate and automobile sectors continue to bloom in recent years. In 2005, a total 
of 28.032 million square metres of housing real estate was sold, for a total of 175.88 billion 
RMB. The total number of automobiles registered in Beijing in 2004 was 2,146,000, of which 
1,540,000 were privately-owned (a year-on-year increase of 18.7%). 
 
The population of Beijing Municipality, defined as the total number of people who reside in 
Beijing for 6 months or more per year, was 15.38 million in 2005. The population of Beijing’s 

































The age structure of population in Beijing is shown in Figure 3-3. According to the fifth 
Population Census in 2000, the largest percentage is people of age 25-34, accounting for 20.2 
percent. This is followed by people age 35-44 and age 15-24, accounting for 19.4% and 18% 
respectively. The age group from 25 to 44 years old which has the highest purchasing ability 
covers the main body of the population.  
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Source: National Bureau of Statistics of China, Fifth National Population Census Data, 2000 
 
3.3.2 Retail Market Development 
Beijing, as one of the biggest and most modern cities in China, is the first to experience the 
changes in China’s retail industry. Commercial real estate in Beijing has undergone four 




Table 3-1 Stages of Commercial Real Estate Development in Beijing 
Phase Period Features of realty market Mode of lease/sale 
1 
Starting stage 
of real estate 
Temporary structure retail shops or those 
rebuilt from other buildings; 
Combination of commercial and 
residential; wing-buildings or lower floors 
for retail shops; 
Mainly free business. 
Non-property right, 




Pure commercial realty was born as 
commercial buildings; 
Led to marketing concept of investment in 
retail shop; 
Developer ignored management control of 
retail shops in the future. 
Property right, sale 
3 1998-2000 
Leaseback policy was popular; 
Anchor stores brought along sales of retail 
shops 
Property right, mainly 




Commerce net was formed with influence 
of commercial pioneers; 
Sale retail shops with lease agreement; 
Developers pay attention to shop 
management control. 
Property right, mainly 
sale, with lease 
Source: Market Report of B.A. Real Estate Investment Consulting Co. Ltd (Beijing) 
 
At present, the development of Beijing commercial real estate is in the 4th stage. It has 
entered into a rapid development period but is still not mature currently.  
 
According to the data of 2004 from Beijing Bureau of Statistics, the current total net retail 
area of Beijing commercial retail industry market is about 8.8 million square meters. Divided 
by the population of permanent residents in Beijing, the average retail trade area is about 0.78 
square meters per person, far below the figure of 1.2 square meters per person in the 
developed countries. By the end of 2003, Beijing had 100 retail stores with more than 10,000 
square meters of workspace in operation. The total space occupied by retail operations was 
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214,000 square meters, including 63 large bazaars, 26 large comprehensive supermarkets, 9 
special supermarkets and 2 storage supermarkets (Beijing Municipal Bureau of Commerce, 
BEIJING INVESTMENT GUIDE 2004-2005). 
 
In July 2005, the Beijing Business Bureau issued a “three-year plan (July 2005 to July 2008) 
on business and service industry as a preparation for the Olympics”. According to the plan, 
Beijing will raise the standard of operation and management in major business sectors in 
different formats. Furthermore, with the increasing number of retail outlets in Beijing, the 
retail market is expected to grow towards prosperity. 
 
Along with the urban development, the prime retail areas in Beijing have also changed 
accordingly. The major shopping areas have expanded from three traditional areas, namely, 
Wangfujing, Xidan and Qianmen to about ten submarkets. In recent years, most of the 
newly-built shopping centers are located in the city fringe areas because government has 
strictly regulated the constructions of large-scale shopping centers in the central area, within 
the third-belt ring. From Figure 3-4 we can see that the development of retail areas in Beijing 
is getting more and more decentralized and dispersed. 
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Due to rapid economic development, the living standard of Beijing urban residents has 
improved greatly in recent times. Consumption structure and shopping pattern have changed 
consequently. Due to globalization, people’s lifestyle in the big cities of China is becoming 
similar to their Western counterparts when compared with the past market. However, many 
differences still exist. Retail sales and shopping patterns are related to people’s income level. 
The 2005 personal disposable income per capita in Beijing is 17653 yuan (about 2207 US 
dollars), which is still behind the developed countries. Moreover, some shopping modes and 
concepts which have existed in Western countries for many years are still new to customers in 
Beijing, e.g the shopping mall or anchor store. As noted by Samuel et al. (1996), foreign retail 
investors are unlikely to realize the full potential of China’s consumer market by simply 
transplanting Western practices into Chinese culture.  
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Chapter Four: Research Methodology 
 
This chapter gives an overview of the methodology adopted for carrying out this study. In 
order to examine the shopping patterns of the Chinese consumer and determinants of, and 
effects on, shopping center performance, a survey approach is considered appropriate in order 
to obtain primary data on shoppers. The shopping pattern is analyzed by descriptive analysis 
of the survey results. Cluster analysis is then employed to identify distinct segments of 
Chinese shoppers. Finally, the determinant attributes of shopping centers are tested using 
regression models. 
 
4.1 Sample Size and Data Collection 
A survey was conducted at four selected shopping centers in Beijing in September 2005. Mall 
visitors were intercepted while they were inside the shopping centers and invited to 
participate in the survey. Convenience sampling method was adopted to generate respondents 
from different age groups, income levels and occupations. To ensure that the interviews were 
not concentrated on specific group of shoppers based on the timing of their visits, the surveys 
were spread over different days of the week. A total of 611 valid shoppers’ questionnaires 
were collected. The survey sample comprises 38.1% of interviews conducted during 
weekdays and 61.9% over the weekends. The number of interviewees for each shopping 
center is shown in Table 4-1. 
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The location of the selected malls is marked out in the map presented in Appendix 1. All of 
them are newly built and located near the fourth belt ring of Beijing. In addition, each mall is 
supported by a specific sub-market of residential region with no competition in the form of 
other malls within the nearby area. For each of the four selected shopping centers, the 
description in terms of the respective catchment areas is shown in Appendix 2. All of the 
shopping centers are large; the smallest mall is 30,000 square meters. Each of them has at 
least one anchor tenant, which is mainly a brand name supermarket.  
 
Table 4-1 Shopping Centers and Respondents 
Mall Number of Respondents Percentage of Respondents 
Golden Resources 163 26.7% 
Golden Season 143 23.4% 
Zhongguancun Plaza 154 25.2% 
Jiulong 151 24.7% 
Total 611 100% 
Source: Author 
 
Information of sampled shopping centers, including their size, opening date, anchor tenant’s 
name and size, etc, was collected from shopping center owners/developers. Relevant 
socio-economic data was collected by published books, papers, and official website. 
 
4.2 Methods for Analysis 
The analysis of this study can be divided into two parts. Focusing on consumer’s shopping 
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pattern in Beijing, the first part examines the shoppers’ patronage considerations, shopping 
behaviors by descriptive analysis and cluster analysis. The second part identifies the key 
factors for the shopping center’s success using multivariate regression models.  
 
4.2.1 Design of Shopper’s Questionnaire 
Both English and Chinese versions of questionnaires are prepared for the survey (Appendix 3 
and Appendix 4). The shopper’s questionnaire is designed to include three parts. Part one 
surveys respondents’ shopping pattern, frequency, expenditure per visit, duration of visit, 
travel time to shopping center and main reasons for visiting a shopping center. Part two 
examines consumers’ consideration in selecting a shopping center. The last part is designed to 
collect respondent’s profiles including age, gender, monthly income and occupation. 
 
4.2.2 Descriptive Analysis and Cluster Analysis 
The shopping pattern and consumer behavior are examined by the survey results. ANOVA and 
Chi-square test are used to measure the differences between groups. Besides descriptive 
analysis, cluster analysis is employed to determine if the respondents tended to form groups 
(clusters) of consumers based on their considerations of shopping center patronage. The 
means of the criterion variables for each cluster are calculated to examine the shopping 
patterns of each cluster. Then the demographic and consumer characteristics of each cluster 
are studied and statistically evaluated.  
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♦ Criterion Variables 
The eleven determinant variables (as shown in Table 4-2) are chosen as the criterion variables 
(grouping variables) in the cluster analysis procedure. Based on existing literature these 
variables are good indicators of consumer shopping considerations in China. In the 
questionnaire, people were asked to tick the main consideration factors when choosing a 
shopping center. The results are coded into binary data (“√”= 1, “blank”=0) before running 
cluster analysis.  
 
Table 4-2 Determinant Variable 
 Determining Factors 
(1)Proximity to home/office(PROXIMITY) 
(2)Big Mall Size(SIZE) 
(3)Convenience of transportation(TRANSPORTATION) 
Spatial factors 
(4)Good parking facilities(PARKING) 
  
(5)Good anchor tenant(ANCHOR) 
(6)Variety of tenants(VARIETY) 
(7)Complementary service(SERVICE) 
Tenant Mix 
(8)Sales promotion/marketing activities(PROMOTION) 
  
(9)Reasonable price level (PRICE) 
(10)Good reputation/High quality service (QUALITY) 
Branding strategy 
 
(11)Clean and comfortable store atmosphere (ATMOSPHERE) 
Source: Author 
 
♦ Removing Response-style Effect 
Researchers in marketing and psychology have long regarded response-style effects as 
introducing measurement error to rating-scale scores. One kind of response-style effect 
referred to in the psychological literature is acquiescence or “yea saying”: idiosyncratic 
tendencies to agree with most statements, regardless of content (Schaninger and Buss 1986). 
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Such effects have appeared in dichotomous yes-no scales, in checklist scales, as well as in 
Likert scales. Green and Carmone (1978) recommend either row centering or standardization 
(calculation of within-individual scores for each attribute and then transformation to unit 
standard deviation and mean zero at the individual level) to remove response-style tendencies. 
In Schaninger and Buss’ paper (1986), cluster-solutions based upon raw and individually 
standardized attribute-determinance rating were generated and compared for a major 
energy-consuming household durable. And the standardized data solution resulted in clearer 
and more meaningful market segments and was more strongly and significantly related to a 
number of purchase-related variables. As the data for this study may also have this kind of 
bias in clustering, standardized data solution was conducted and provided in the cluster 
analysis in Chapter Six. 
 
♦ K-means Solution 
K-means is one of the most popular clustering algorithms. It is simple and fairly fast 
(Ordonez, 2003). The K-means algorithm is an algorithm to cluster objects based on attributes 
into k partitions. It is a variant of the expectation-maximization algorithm in which the goal is 
to determine the k means of data generated from normal distributions. It assumes that the 
object attributes form a vector space. The objective it tries to achieve is to minimize total 
intra-cluster variance, or, the function 
 
where there are k clusters Si, i = 1,2,...,k and µi is the centroid or mean point of all the points 
. 
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The algorithm starts by partitioning the input points into k initial sets, either at random or 
using some heuristic data. It then calculates the mean point, or centroid, of each set. It 
constructs a new partition by associating each point with the closest centroid. Then the 
centroids are recalculated for the new clusters, and algorithm repeated by alternate application 
of these two steps until convergence, which is obtained when the points no longer switch 
clusters (or alternatively centroids are no longer changed). 
 
Cluster analysis is run on the individually standardized data set for two through six clusters, 
using K-means cluster. Euclidian distance is chosen to maintain equal weights on the eleven 
determinance measures, with minimization of the multivariate, within-groups sums of squares 
as the optimization criterion. The final solution is chosen based upon, within groups’ sums of 
squares. 
 
4.2.3 Regression Model 
The relationship between the shopping center attributes and the performance of malls is tested 
by regressions. Before examining the influence of shopping center attributes, the performance 
of the malls needs to be defined first. There are numerous ways in which a mall’s 
performance can be measured. For instance, sales volume is a global measure of how much 
activity is going on in the mall. Most industry reports, including the Urban Land Institute 
(ULI) and the International Council of Shopping Centers (ICSC), measure shopping center 
performance in terms of non-anchor retail sales per square foot (Mejia and Benjamin, 2002). 
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Other possible approaches are traffic count, shoppers and tenants’ satisfaction survey and 
occupancy rate. This study gauges the impact of key factors to shopping centers’ success by 
their magnetism or drawing power, which is defined by their ability to firstly, promote 
frequent visits from local residents, secondly, entice “outshoppers” to travel to the mall and 
finally, encourage both groups to spend more during their visits. The effects of shopping mall 
attributes on shopping expenditure and duration time are tested using multivariate regression 
models.  
 
The relationship is tested in two stages. At first, the influence of shopping center attributes on 
shopping duration and expenditure pattern are empirically tested using single OLS equation 
models. Secondly, in order to control for the possible endogenous relationship between 
duration of visit and amount spent in the mall, a recursive simultaneous equations model is 
employed. The equations of these regressions are listed below: 
 
Model specification 1: single equation OLS model 
EXPENDITURE (per visit) =f (Shopping Center Attributes, Travel time, Frequency, 
Characteristics of Respondents)   
 
Model specification 2: single equation OLS model 
DURATION (per visit) =f (Shopping Center Attributes, Travel time, Frequency, 
Characteristics of Respondents)   
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Model specification 3: simultaneous equations OLS model 
EXPENDITURE=f (Duration, Shopping Center Attributes, Characteristics of Respondents)(1) 
DURATION=f (Shopping Center Attributes, Travel Time, Frequency, Characteristics of 
Respondents)                                                              (2) 
 
where EXPENDITURE is average amount of money spent on each visit to the 
shopping center, DURATION is the time spent in the shopping center, Travel Time is 
the time taken by the respondents to reach the particular shopping center, Shopping 
Center Attributes are binary variables indicating whether the respondents’ main 
considerations of visiting the mall include certain attributes, and Frequency is average 
visiting times of respondents. These tests also control for the characteristics of the 
respondents (age, gender and income) and reasons for visiting the shopping center. 
The estimator employed is the least squares method.  
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Chapter Five: Shopping Pattern Analysis 
 
This chapter describes the analysis of the data collected from the survey and discusses the 
results of the analysis. The Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) is used to process 
the survey results.  
 
5.1 Background of Analysis 
5.1.1 Information of Sampled Malls 
As has been mentioned, these selected shopping centers have some common characteristics. 
From Table 5-1, we can see the ages of them are roughly the same. So the age effect of 
shopping centers is ignored. All of them are located in the urban-fringe area and have good 
accessibility by public transport. Zhongguancun Plaza is an underground shopping center, so 
its visibility is discounted. In addition, each mall is supported by a specific sub-market of 
residential region with no competition in the form of other malls within the nearby area. All of 
the shopping centers have large size, the smallest mall Jiulong shopping center is 30,000 
square meters. Anchor tenants of these malls are mainly occupied by brand name 
supermarkets, such as Carrefour. Golden Resources shopping mall has more kinds of anchor 




Table 5-1 Information of Sampled Malls 
Shopping Center 
Name 




32,000 2004 Carrefour (Supermarket) about 15,000 
Lotus (Supermarket) 19,000 
Lufthansa (Department 











132,000 2003 Auchan (Supermarket) 12,000 
Jiulong 
Shopping Center 
30,000 2004 Carrefour (Supermarket) 11,990 
Source: Author 
 
5.1.2 Background of Respondents 
As mentioned before, 611 respondents completed the questionnaires. The results as shown in 
Table 5-2 suggests that about 60 per cent of the respondents are female. The majority of the 
respondents are in the 20 to 29 age category. About 70 per cent of the shoppers indicate their 






Table 5-2 Sample Profile 
Variable Categories Total(percentage) 
Sample Size  611(100) 
   
GENDER Male 244(39.9) 
 Female 367(60.1) 
AGE   
 Below20 44(7.2) 
 20-29 400(65.5) 
 30-39 105(17.2) 
 40-49 36(5.9) 
 50 and above 26(4.3) 
   
INCOME Below 1000 yuan per month 185(30.3) 
 1001-3000 yuan per month 242(39.6) 
 3001-5000 yuan per month 127(20.8) 
 5001-7000 yuan per month 30(4.9) 
 7001-10000 yuan per month 14(2.3) 
 Above 10000 yuan per month 13(2.1) 
   
OCCUPATION Professional 96(15.7) 
 Managerial 58(9.5) 
 Office personnel 52(8.5) 
 Worker 14(2.3) 
 Education/Service 60(9.8) 
 Sales 100(16.4) 
 Self employed 45(7.4) 
 Housewife/Retired 47(7.7) 
 Student 126(20.6) 
 Others 13(2.1) 
Source: Author 
 
5.2 Shopping Pattern Analysis 
♦ Reasons for Visiting 
Table 5-3 shows the main reasons given for visiting malls. 22.26% indicated more than one 
activity for making a trip to the shopping center. The two most popular activities are shopping 
(71.7%) and browsing (36.7%). “Shopping” indicates that a shopper has a buying plan or 
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intention before entering a shopping place. “Browsing” means a shopper has no specified 
buying plan or intention. The survey results show that the percentages of other activities such 
as entertainment are rather small, which may due to the scarce leisure facilities or services in 
these shopping centers. 
 
Table 5-3 Reasons for Visiting 
Reasons Number of Respondents Percentage of responses 
Shopping 438 71.7% 
Browsing 224 36.7% 
Eating 75 12.3% 
Entertainment 34 5.6% 
Facility 10 1.6% 
Source: Author 
 
♦ Considerations for Mall Patronage 
Table 5-4 Determinants of Mall Choice 
 Determining Factors % of Responses Rank 
Proximity to home/office 50.57 3 
Big Mall Size 61.21 1 
Convenience of transportation 28.81 8 
Spatial 
factors 
Good parking facilities 11.62 11 
    
Good anchor tenant 34.70 6 
Variety of stores 52.70 2 
Complementary service 21.60 9 
Tenant 
Mix 
Sales promotion/marketing activities 16.37 10 
    
Reasonable price level  45.83 5 
Good reputation/High quality service 31.42 7 
Branding 
strategy 
 Clean and comfortable store atmosphere  50.41 4 
Source: Author 
 
In the survey, respondents were asked the main considerations for choosing a certain mall for 
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patronage. The results indicate that mall sizes, variety of tenants, proximity to home/offices 
are the most popular considerations. Atmosphere, reasonable price level and a good anchor 
tenant also matter to the attractiveness of shopping centers in Beijing. Consistent with the 
literature, the study shows that mall size and convenience are critical to the success of a 
shopping center. The non-spatial factors also play an equally important role. 
 
 
♦ Anchor Tenant Effect 
An anchor tenant can be defined as major space user which occupies a large proportion of 
space in the center and has a major magnetic effect in drawing customers; or well-known 
international/national brand names that are highly popular to customers and, can increase the 
image quality of the shopping center (You et al. 2003). Anchor tenants are mainly of three 
types, namely, department store, supermarket and food court. The sample shopping centers in 
this study all have anchor tenants, which are normally brand name supermarkets. 
 
As has been mentioned previously, the retail market in China has been under a central 
planned economy for many years. Before the retail market was opened up, shopping centers 
or department stores were normally state-owned enterprises. The concept of “anchor store” is 
a new concept for the majority of Chinese consumers. Since the opening of China’s retail 
business in 1992, many international brand retailers entered the retail market. In recent years, 
major international chains like Carrefour and Wal-mart have expanded aggressively in China. 
In the Beijing retail market, foreign large supermarket chains have been very active in recent 
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years. Large retailers, including B&Q, Carrefour and Lotus Supercenter, continue to open up 
new stores. Many of these act as anchor tenants in shopping centers. For newly developed 
shopping centers, developers seek out lease commitments from prospective anchor tenants 
before building takes place. The rents for anchor tenants are far below the average of 
non-anchor tenants.  
 
In the survey, 34.7% of respondents indicated that their main consideration of shopping 
includes good anchor store(s) which ranks sixth out of the eleven attributes. However, when 
shoppers were given explanations about anchor tenants and asked whether they would be 
attracted by good anchor store(s), 354 respondents (57.9%) said yes, which is much higher 
than the 37.4% in the previous question. When these shoppers were required to indicate the 
type of anchor stores which attracted them, 272 of them (76.8%) indicated they would be 
attracted by brand name supermarkets, like Carefour or Auchan. But 41 respondents (11.6%) 
preferred famous department stores, 36 shoppers (10.2%) said both good supermarkets and 
department stores would increase their likelihood of shopping. In addition, the shoppers were 
asked whether they would patronise other non-anchor store(s) located in the same shopping 
center. 85.9% of them gave affirmative answers. The results show that anchor tenants act as 
one of the prime drawing power and generators of demand in a retail malls.  
 
♦ Travel Time 
Table 5-5 shows the patronage patterns of those interviewed. 15.2% of the respondents take 
less than 15 minutes; cumulatively 73% take equal or less than 30 minutes to travel to the 
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malls. As indicated by Mejia and Benjamin (2002), the retail market of a mall is traditionally 
referred to as the area from which a shopping center draws 70-80% of its sales. Hence, the 
group of shoppers who took 30 minutes or less is likely to stay in close proximity to the mall 
and therefore, fall within the local retail market boundary of the individual malls. The data 
also show that 27% of the respondents travel more than 30 minutes to arrive at the malls. 
These can be defined as “outshoppers”.  
 
Table 5-5 Travel Time 
Travel time Number of cases Percentage Cumulative Percent 
<15 minute 93 15.2 15.2 
15-30 minute 353 57.8 73.0 
31-60 minute 140 22.9 95.9 
>60 minute 25 4.1 100.0 
Total 611 100.0  
Source: Author 
 
♦ Visiting Frequency  
Table 5-6 Frequency of Visiting Malls 
Frequency Number of Cases Percentage Cumulative Percent 
Several times per week 130 21.3 21.3 
Once a week 200 32.7 54.0 
Once a fortnight 118 19.3 73.3 
Once a month 92 15.1 88.4 
Once several months 71 11.6 100.0 
Total 611 100.0  
Source: Author 
 
Table 5-6 shows that 54% of the respondents visit a mall at least once a week, whilst another 
19.3% visit a mall once a fortnight. About 88% of the people interviewed usually visit a mall 
at least once a month. In comparison, 75% of Americans go to a mall at least once a month 
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(Bloch et al, 1994), all the Singaporean interviewees go to a shopping center at least once a 
month (Ooi and Sim, 2005). On the whole, Singaporeans tend to visit shopping centers more 
often than Chinese consumers.  
 
♦ Travel Mode 
With respect to the mode of transport, the majority of those interviewed (48.3%) took public 
transport to visit the shopping centers. 22.3% walked or rode bicycle to the mall, 20% relied 
on private car and the remaining 9.5% takes taxi. 
 
Table 5-7 Travel Mode 
Travel Mode Number of Cases Percent 
Bus/MRT 295 48.3 
Taxi 58 9.5 
Car 122 20.0 
Walk/Bicycle 136 22.3 
Total 611 100.0 
Source: Author 
 
♦ Expense and Duration 
Table 5-8 shows the comparison of shopping patterns between different gender and age 
groups. The visit time per month is estimated by the answers of shopping frequency in the 
questionnaires. “Several times per week” is assumed to be three times per week (12 times per 
month), “Once a week” is equal to four times per month, “Once a fortnight” is two times per 
month and “once several months” is assumed to be 0.4 times per month (once every two and a 
half months). From Table 5-8 we can see that teenagers below 20 years old visit malls most 
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frequently. In the whole sample, the respondents spend an average of 184 yuan on each visit. 
The actual amount varies significantly across different age groups. The average amount spent 
ranges from 90 yuan for those below 20 years old to more than 230 yuan for those 30-49 
years old. The result is quite reasonable, as the younger shoppers have the least disposable 
income.  
 

















Panel A: By age       
<20 44 7.2% 36.25 4.93 114.09 90.00 412.23 
20-29 400 65.5% 30.63 4.55 117.83 177.80 664.72 
30-39 105 17.2% 32.49 3.99 110.00 236.29 805.45 
40-49 36 5.9% 35.56 4.11 106.67 239.03 819.72 
50 and 
above 
26 4.3% 24.92 4.33 107.31 154.23 783.46 
Total 611 100.0% 31.40 4.45 115.11 184.13* 684.91 
        
Panel B : By Gender      
Female 367 60.1% 29.16 4.60 122.41 177.86 708.90 
Male 244 39.9% 34.77 4.22 104.12 193.57 648.82 
Total 611 100.0% 31.40* 4.45 115.11* 184.13 684.91 
Note: * ANOVA test, significant at 1% level 
Source: Author 
 
On the whole, the average stay time in a mall is 115 minutes. This result is consistent with 
existing evidences. Erkip (2003) also observes that mall visitors in Turkey tend to stay at most 
1-2 hours. Ooi and Sim (2005) indicate that shoppers’ duration time in Singapore suburban 
shopping mall is about 1.86 hours. Table 5-8 shows that male shoppers tend to stay a shorter 
time than female shoppers and the difference is significant. Moreover, female shoppers intend 
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to visit the mall more frequently. On average, female shoppers interviewed spent 177.9 yuan 
on each visit while male shoppers spent 193.6 yuan. As female shoppers tend to patronize the 
mall more frequently, the average expenditure in a month for female is 708.9 yuan which is 
more than the male shopper’s expenditure of 648.8 yuan.  
 
5.3 Comparison Analysis of Shopping Centers   
In this section, consumers’ behavior and shopping patterns are examined for the different 
shopping centers.  
 
Table 5-9 Cross-tabulation Analysis of Travel Time and Shopping Center 
Travel Time to Mall Shopping 
Center 






18.40% 51.53% 25.15% 4.91% 31.97 
Golden Season 13.99% 67.83% 15.38% 2.80% 29.22 
Zhongguancun 
Plaza 
12.99% 57.14% 23.38% 6.49% 34.18 
Jiulong 15.23% 55.63% 27.15% 1.99% 30.03 
Average  15.2% 57.8% 22.9% 4.1% 31.40 
Note: *ANOVA test, Sig. =.183 
Source: Author 
 
Table 5-9 shows the travel time to each mall. The average travel time to Zhongguancun Plaza 
is the longest, followed by Golden Resources, Jiulong and Golden Season. We can also 
observe the high percentage of “outshoppers” in the sample of Zhongguancun Plaza. This can 
be explained by the agglomeration effect of retailers as Zhongguancun area is the prime 
electronics emporium in Beijing and many electronics mega-marts cluster around there. Many 
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people travel a long distance to buy electronic items and shop for other products at 
Zhongguancun Plaza. Golden Resources, due to its huge size and variety of shops, also 
attracts outshoppers to visit.   
 
Table 5-10 shows the visiting patterns of those interviewed in different shopping centers. The 
survey results show that 65.6% of respondents in Golden Resources visit this mall at least 
once a week, while for other shopping centers, the figures are 79.7% for Golden Season, 
68.2% for Zhongguancun Plaza, 79.6% for Jiulong Shopping centers. As shoppers generally 
go to the different malls quite frequently, each mall does not face strong competition from 
other malls.   
 













41 37 29 26 30 163 Golden 
Resources  (25.15%) (22.70%) (17.79%) (15.95%) (18.40%) (100%) 
39 52 23 16 13 143 
Golden Season 
(27.27%) (36.36%) (16.08%) (11.19%) (9.09%) (100%) 
22 48 35 30 19 154 Zhongguancun 
Plaza (14.29%) (31.17%) (22.73%) (19.48%) (12.34%) (100%) 
28 63 31 20 9 151 
Jiulong 
(18.54%) (41.72%) (20.53%) (13.25%) (5.96%) (100%) 
130 200 118 92 71 611 
Total 
(21.28%) (32.73%) (19.31%) (15.06%) (11.62%) (100%) 
Note: *Chi-square test, significance at 1% level 
Source: Author 
 
The respondents in Golden Resources reported that they spent an average of 257 yuan per 
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visit. The numbers are 157.9 yuan in Golden Season, and 182 yuan in Jiulong. The average 
amount spent in Zhongguangucun is 133.3 yuan which is the lowest in these malls. The 
reason for this would be due to the high percentage of students with low disposable income 
from many colleges and high schools around Zhongguancun Plaza.  
 










Golden Resources 163 257.06 289.268 22.657 0 2500 
Golden Season 143 157.94 212.951 17.808 15 2000 
Zhongguancun 154 133.31 103.659 8.353 10 750 
Jiulong 151 182.05 221.427 18.020 15 2000 
Total 611 184.13 223.081 9.025 0 2500 
Note: *ANOVA test, significance at 1% level 
Source: Author 
 










Golden Resources 163 136.84 74.924 5.868 30 480 
Golden Season 143 118.18 61.328 5.128 30 450 
Zhongguancun 154 106.49 51.659 4.163 20 360 
Jiulong 151 97.52 51.852 4.220 20 360 
Total 611 115.11 62.615 2.533 20 480 
Note: *ANOVA test, significance at 1% level 
Source: Author 
 
In respect of duration time in shopping centers, Golden Resources ranks the highest with 
136.8 minutes, followed by Golden Season 118.2 and Zhongguancun Plaza 106.5 minutes. 
The smallest size mall, Jiulong, ranks the lowest. It is normal as large-size malls have more 
shops and more facilities for patrons to visit and spend time there.  
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5.4 Summary 
In this chapter, the consumers’ shopping patterns and shopping behavior are analyzed based 
on the results collected from the questionnaires. Consistent with the literature, both spatial 
and non-spatial factors play important role in shoppers’ shopping considerations. Shoppers no 
longer concentrate solely on the price, but also take some intangible factors such as store 
atmosphere as important criteria. Although the concept of “anchor tenant” is not so clear to 
the Chinese consumer, the anchor tenants in Beijing shopping centers do act as a magnetic 
drawing power and exude positive externality. Residents in Beijing also prefer large scale 
shopping malls as they offer more variety of shops, entertainment facilities and 
complementary services.   
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Chapter Six: Shopper Segmentation and Shopping Considerations  
 
In this chapter, in order to identify the shopper segmentation based on shopping 
considerations, a cluster analysis is employed to determine if the respondents tend to form 
groups (clusters) of consumers based on their considerations of shopping center patronage. 
The means of the criterion variables for each cluster are calculated to examine the shopping 
patterns of each cluster. Then the demographic and consumer characteristics of each cluster 
are studied and statistically evaluated. A K-means clustering procedure, taking random initial 
seeds to set the cluster centers is performed to the standardized data set. A four-group solution 
provides the best results. 
 
6.1 Result of the Cluster Analysis 
In order to reduce the response-style effect, standardized data solution was employed for 
cluster analysis. By calculation of within-individual scores for each attribute and then 
transformation to unit standard deviation and mean zero at the individual level, the raw data 
set was transformed into standardized data set. Three cases of the 611 sample had no Zscore 
(standard score)1 because of these respondents gave an equal rating to all attributes which led 
the standard deviation being equal to zero. Hence, the sample size of standardized data set is 
reduced to 608.  







Table 6-1 Result of the Cluster Analysis 
Final Cluster Centers Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Sig. * 
Zscore(PROXIMITY) 1.37103 .24943 -.51094 -.46355 .000 
Zscore(SIZE) -.19045 .93703 1.29506 .10269 .000 
Zscore(TRANSPORTATION) 
-.24119 -.38485 -.46697 .67957 .000 
Zscore(PARKING) -.72759 -.66556 -.64351 .17043 .000 
Zscore(ANCHOR) .09121 -.25595 -.09899 .07184 .002 
Zscore(VARIETY) -.07874 .83870 .72451 -.17039 .000 
Zscore(SERVICE) -.15608 -.56520 -.25858 -.32386 .000 
Zscore(PROMOTION) -.28787 -.50711 -.43388 -.57087 .002 
Zscore(PRICE) -.04361 1.30776 -.36387 -.16821 .000 
Zscore(QUALITY) .02832 -.44386 -.05400 -.02926 .000 
Zscore(ATMOSPHERE) .23497 -.51038 .81116 .70162 .000 
      
Number of cases in each cluster 200 150 149 109  
Note:*An F-test was used 
Source: Author 
 
The final cluster centers for each of the eleven attributes are indicated in Table 6-1. However, 
because the K-means clustering algorithm is designed to minimize within-cluster variability, 
the F statistics cannot be interpreted as in a traditional ANOVA. So, the significance value 
reported is not a reliable estimate of the probability associated with the hypothesis of no effect 
for a particular variable (SPSS version12.0). Then a further Chi-square test is employed to test 
the cluster analysis results and high significance level is reported (shown in Table 6-2). High 
degree of statistical significance is observed for all the variables. From Table 6-2, we can 
conclude that shoppers in Cluster 1 put PROXIMITY at the first place, followed by 
ATMOSPHERE and ANCHOR the next. Respondents of Cluster 2 put more emphasis on 
PRICE, with PARKING, SERVICE and ATMOSPHERE being the least important. Shoppers 
belonging to Cluster 3 take SIZE, ATMOSPHERE and VARIETY as the main considerations. 
Respondents of Cluster 4 are quite unique as they put PARKING in serious consideration. 
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ATMOSPHERE and TRANSPORTATION are also very important for the consumers in 
Cluster 4. 
 
Table 6-2 Attributes of Mall Choice 
Number of Case/Percentage 
Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Attributes 
(N=608) (N=200) (N=150) (N=149) (N=109) 
Sig* 
PROXIMITY 306 199 73 17 17 .000 
 (50.3) (99.5) (48.7) (11.4) (15.6)  
SIZE 371 56 122 1453 48 .000 
 (61.0) (28.0) (81.3) (97.3) (44.0)  
TRANSPORTATION 173 51 26 20 76 .000 
 (28.5) (25.5) (17.3) (13.4) (69.7)  
PARKING 68 6 5 7 50 .000 
 (11.2) (3.0) (3.3) (4.7) (45.9)  
ANCHOR 209 83 35 46 45 .001 
 (34.4) (41.5) (23.3) (30.9) (41.3)  
VARIETY 319 66 115 106 32 .000 
 (52.5) (33.0) (76.7) (71.1) (29.4)  
SERVICE 129 58 12 35 24 .000 
 (21.2) (29.0) (8.0) (2.5) (22.0)  
PROMOTION 97 46 17 22 12 .008 
 (16.0) (23.0) (11.3) (14.8) (11.0)  
PRICE 277 69 148 28 22 .000 
 (45.6) (34.5) (98.7) (18.8) (29.4)  
QUALITY 189 77 22 50 40 .000 
 (31.1) (38.5) (14.7) (33.6) (36.7)  
ATMOSPHERE 305 97 17 113 78 .000 
 (50.2) (48.5) (11.3) (75.8) (71.6)  
Note:* Chi-square test was employed 




We can have a clearer view of the result from Table 6-2. Nearly 100 percent of respondents in 
Cluster 1 regard PROXIMITY as one of the important attractions of shopping centers. 
Compared with other clusters, highest percentages of ANCHOR, SERVICE, PROMOTION, 
QUALITY and lowest percentages of SIZE and PARKING can be found in this cluster. As for 
Cluster 2, a very high selection ratio of PRICE is its key characteristic. Besides that, the 
percentage of VARIETY also achieves the highest in all the segments. While the lowest 
proportion of shoppers in Cluster 2 take ANCHOR, SERVICE, QUALITY and 
ATMOSPHERE as main concerns. Nearly all respondents in Cluster 3 like big malls. Their 
prime considerations about shopping centers include a variety of shops and good atmosphere 
as well. PROXIMITY, TRANSPORTATION and PRICE rank very low in this group. The last 
cluster, 45.9% of respondents indicated the importance of parking facility which is much 
higher than the other three groups. The scores of TRANSPORTATION, ATMOSPHERE, 
ANCHOR and QUALITY are higher than the average of the whole sample.  
 
A cross-tabulation calculation is performed to provide demographic profiles for each of the 
four clusters. Chi-square statistical analysis is employed and AGE and INCOME turn out to 









Table 6-3 Demographic Characteristics of the Four Clusters 
Number of Case/Percentage 
Gender 
Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 
Sig.* 
Male 244 82 49 63 50 .150 
 (40.1) (41.0) (32.7) (42.3) (45.9)  
Female 364 118 101 86 59  
 (59.9) (59.0) (67.3) (57.7) (54.1)  
 
Number of Case/Percentage 
AGE 
Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 
Sig.* 
<20 44 13 14 13 4 .000 
 (7.2) (6.5) (9.3) (8.7) (3.7)  
20-29 400 143 103 98 56  
 (65.8) (71.5) (68.7) (65.8) (51.4)  
30-39 102 32 23 20 27  
 (16.8) (16.0) (15.3) (13.4) (24.8)  
40-49 36 6 6 7 17  
 (5.9) (3.0) (4.0) (4.7) (15.6)  
50 and above 26 6 4 11 5  
 (4.3) (3.0) (2.7) (7.4) (4.6)  
 
Number of Case/Percentage INCOME 
(RMB/month) Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 
Sig.* 
<1000 184 64 50 47 23 .007 
 (30.3) (32.0) (33.3) (31.5) (21.2)  
1001-3000 241 85 62 54 40  
 (39.6) (42.5) (41.3) (36.2) (36.7)  
3001-5000 127 40 30 33 24  
 (20.9) (20.0) (20.0) (22.1) (22.0)  
5001-7000 29 4 5 9 11  
 (4.8) (2.0) (3.3) (6.0) (10.1)  
7001-10000 14 5 3 2 4  
 (2.3) (2.5) (2.0) (1.3) (3.7)  
>10000 13 2 0 4 7  
 (2.1) (1.0) (0.0) (2.7) (6.4)  
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Number of Case/Percentage 
OCCUPATION 
Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 
Sig.* 
Professional 96 28 23 26 19 .141 
 (15.8) (14.0) (15.3) (17.4) (17.4)  
Managerial 58 18 13 14 13  
 (9.5) (9.0) (8.7) (9.4) (11.9)  
Office personnel 51 14 14 10 13  
 (8.4) (7.0) (9.3) (6.7) (11.9)  
Worker 14 7 4 0 3  
 (2.3) (3.5) (2.7) (.0) (2.8)  
Education/Service 60 23 12 14 11  
 (9.9) (11.5) (8.0) (9.4) (10.1)  
Sales 99 42 22 23 12  
 (16.3) (21.0) (14.7) (15.4) (11.0)  
Self employed 45 14 9 10 12  
 (7.4) (7.0) (6.0) (6.7) (11.0)  
Housewife/Retired 46 7 14 16 9  
 (7.6) (3.5) (9.3) (10.7) (8.3)  
Student 126 44 36 34 12  
 (20.7) (22.0) (24.0) (22.8) (11.0)  
Others 13 3 3 2 5  
 (2.1) (1.5) (2.0) (1.3) (4.6)  
Note:* Chi-square test was employed 
Number of respondents indicated first; percentages in brackets 
Source: Author 
 
Another cross-tabulation calculation and descriptive statistics are used to analyse the 






Table 6-4 Shopping Patterns of Shopping Center Patrons 
Number of Case/Percentage 
Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Frequency 
(N=608) (N=200) (N=150) (N=149) (N=109) 
Sig.* 
129 57 28 24 20 .137 Several times a week 
(21.2) (28.5) (18.7) (16.1) (18.3)  
199 57 56 46 40  Once a week 
(32.7) (28.5) (37.3) (30.9) (36.7)  
118 34 29 31 24  Once a fortnight 
(19.4) (17.0) (19.3) (20.8) (22.0)  
92 31 18 31 12  Once a month 
(15.1) (15.5) (12.0) (20.8) (11.0)  
70 21 19 17 13  Once several months 
(11.5) (10.50) (12.7) (11.4) (11.9)  
Note:*Chi-square test was employed. 
Number of respondents indicated first; percentages in brackets 
Source: Author 
 
Table 6-5 Shopping Patterns of Expense, Duration, Travel Time 
 Cluster Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Sig.* 
1 165.20 159.20 11.26 .093 
2 173.03 223.67 18.26  
3 187.55 239.78 19.64  
4 229.95 288.61 27.64  
Expenditure 
Total 184.22 223.51 9.06  
1 115.98 69.10 4.89 .395 
2 112.07 57.50 4.69  
3 121.44 62.74 5.14  
4 108.90 56.70 5.43  
Duration 
Total 115.08 62.67 2.54  
1 25.27 16.07 1.14 .000 
2 28.13 18.10 1.48  
3 40.96 25.94 2.13  
4 34.31 22.16 2.12  
Travel Time 
Total 31.44 21.34 0.87  
Note:* ANOVA test was employed 
Source: Author 
 
From Table 6-4 we can see that respondents in Cluster 1 go to shopping malls more frequently. 
28.5% of respondents in Cluster 1 patronize certain malls several times a week, which is 
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higher than the others. The shoppers’ expense of each visit in Cluster 4 is around 230 yuan, 
which is much higher than the other groups. Shoppers of Cluster 3 go to malls less frequently 
compared with the other three clusters. This may be due to their longest average travel time, 
but the duration of stay of each visit is the longest. 
 
Table 6-6 Travel Time 
Number of Case/Percentage 
Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Travel Time 
(N=608) (N=200) (N=150) (N=149) (N=109) 
Sig.* 
92 44 23 11 14 .000 
<15min (15.1)  (22.0) (15.3)  (7.4)  (12.8)   
351 124 96 72 59  
15-30min (57.7)  (62.0)  (64.0)  (48.3)  (54.1)   
140 30 26 51 33  
31-60min (23.0)  (15.0)  (17.3)  (34.2)  (30.3)   
25 2 5 15 3  
>60min (4.1) (1.0) (3.3) (10.1)  (2.8)   
Note:*Chi-square test was employed. 
Number of respondents indicated first; percentages in brackets 
Source: Author 
 
Table 6-7 Transportation Mode 
Cluster Number of Case 
Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 
Transportation 
Mode (N=608) (N=200) (N=150) (N=149) (N=109) 
Sig* 
Bus/MRT 295 93 71 84 47 .000 
 (48.5) (46.5) (47.3) (56.4) (43.1)  
Taxi 58 29 11 11 7  
 (9.5) (14.5) (7.3) (7.4) (6.4)  
Car 120 21 25 27 47  
 (19.7) (10.5) (16.7) (18.1) (43.1)  
Walk/bicycle 135 57 43 27 8  
 (22.2) (28.5) (28.7) (18.1) (7.3)  
Note:*Chi-square test was employed. 
Number of respondents indicated first; percentages in brackets 
Source: Author 
 
In terms of transportation mode (Table 6-7), 43.1 percent of respondents in Cluster 4 took 
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private cars to the malls. This figure is much higher than the 19.7% of the whole sample. 
Nearly 30 percent of shoppers in Cluster 1 and Cluster 2 walked or rode a bicycle to shop.  
 
Based on the analysis above, the four clusters could be labeled as: “convenience shopper”, 
“price conscious shopper”, “size conscious shopper” and “facility conscious shopper”. 
 
(1) Convenience Shopper 
This cluster is the largest grouping of shoppers at 32.9 percent of the total sample. The 
convenience shoppers appreciate convenience and quality rather than low price level. This 
finding is consistent with the study of Williams et al (1978) on grocery shopper typology, in 
which the authors state that convenience shoppers emphasize ease and speed of shopping, but 
prices can not be entirely out of line with competitive, but less convenience stores. 
 
In the sample, convenience shoppers take the shortest travel time to shop and their average 
expenses each time are the lowest. In consideration of their high emphasis on convenience, it 
is logical that they do not put much attention on mall size, variety of stores and parking 
facilities.  
 
(2) Price Conscious Shopper 
The second segment, price conscious shopper, as its name implies, places a lot of emphasis on 
price. This group is composed of a fair majority of females and a relatively larger number of 
young shoppers (78% below 30 years old). Not surprisingly, the shoppers in this cluster are 
the poorest in the four groups as they form the majority in the lowest income level (below 
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1000 yuan), and relatively low percentages in the higher income intervals. This group 
comprises a slightly higher percentage of students than the average level of the data set. 
Consistent with the finding of Fan and Xiao (1998), young adult Chinese are quite price 
conscious.  
 
(3) Size Conscious Shopper 
Shoppers in the third cluster normally choose shopping centers that are large scale in size. 
Additionally, size conscious shoppers also care much about various shops and good 
atmosphere. In general, a large mall can accommodate a greater variety of shops and create a 
more pleasant environment for the shoppers. It can be inferred from the results that the size 
conscious shopper likes “one-stop” shopping or comparison shopping. 
 
In terms of shopping patterns, they visit shopping centers infrequently compared with other 
groups. Because they prefer large mall size to convenience of location, they do not mind 
taking a long time to arrive at their ideal malls. Their average travel time is about 41 minutes 
and the duration of stay for each visit is around 2 hours. From Table 6-6, it shows that 44.3% 
of shoppers take more than 30 minutes to arrive at their shopping places. The ratio of 
“outshoppers” is very high in this group. 
 
(4) Facility Conscious Shopper 
Shopping center facilities including adequate parking influence a consumer’s patronage 
choice (Nelson 1958). Compared to the other three groups, a high percentage of shoppers in 
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this group put “good parking facilities” as one of the major considerations. Besides parking 
facilities, they are also concerned about store atmosphere and transportation.  
 
Around 43% of respondents of facility conscious shoppers indicated that they took private 
cars to shop, which is much higher than 19.7% of the total sample (Table 6-7). This segment 
has a relatively higher percentage of males. They are older than the other three groups and 
have the highest average income. As for occupation, a higher percentage of managerial, 
professional, office personnel, and self employed can be observed. Not surprisingly, the 
average expense of shopping is the highest.  
 
6.2 Discussion of Results 
Our findings indicate that, at least for this sample from Beijing, there are several distinct 
patterns of shopping behavior. Four types of shoppers, namely convenience, price conscious, 
size conscious, and facility conscious shoppers are found by using the standardized data set. 
Discussion of different types of shopping considerations is presented in the following 
sections.  
 
♦ Convenience Shopper 
In the retail gravity model, sales of stores are inversely related to their distance to consumers 
(Reilly 1931; Huff 1964). Although patronage of shopping centers may be driven by a number 
of other variables beyond distance, convenience remains one of the importance factors for 
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mall patronage. This is supported by this study. About 30 percent of respondents are 
convenience shoppers who put proximity to home or office as the most important reason for 
shopping. They are in the habit of short and frequent shopping trips and are not sensitive to 
mall size and price level. As indicated by Williams et al. (1978), convenience shoppers seem 
to consciously trade high prices for increased convenience.  
 
♦ Price Conscious Shopper 
About one fourth of shoppers in the total sample are price conscious shoppers. In this segment, 
about 33 percent of shoppers’ income is below 1000 yuan and around 41 percent between 
1000 to 3000 yuan. The average disposable annual income of urban citizens in Beijing is 
17653 yuan in 2005, which is around 1470 yuan per month. Hence, we can see that price 
conscious shoppers are mainly composed of the low to middle income population in Beijing. 
The behavior of this group is constrained by their low income.  
 
♦ Size Conscious Shoppers 
Large-size malls have more retail units and more facilities such as entertainment facilities and 
foodcourts. They have the advantage of space to accommodate more tenants to achieve the 
optimal retail mix and can provide an anchor department. An added advantage of being large 
is the ability to provide an atrium and better layout. These spaces are important to provide a 
pleasant environment for shoppers.  
 
Size conscious shoppers are sensitive to mall size. They do not care much about convenience 
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and low price. They would rather travel a long distance to a large-size shopping center which 
provides a variety of stores and nice store ambience. Many working people in Beijing do not 
have much time to shop during weekdays, so they usually go for shopping at weekends. They 
prefer big size shopping malls where they can get nearly everything they need. This kind of 
shopping pattern is similar to the patterns in US or European countries. In addition, due to 
some cultural reasons, people in Beijing like “big” things. Foreigners are usually astonished 
by the large scale of Beijing during their first visits, including its huge urban area, large-scale 
municipal buildings, broad main roads, etc. Golden Resources shopping mall, one of the 
selected shopping malls in this study, is about 550,000 square meters, the largest mall in 
China. Many travelers and businessmen from other cities come to visit this mega mall for its 
fame of large size. Although there are some debates about the construction of mega malls in 
Beijing, large shopping malls do have many advantages over small ones. In the descriptive 
analysis, more than 60 of percent shoppers put “big mall size” as one of the important factors 
when they decide which mall to patronize. It is ranked as the first important factor. Large 
scale shopping malls attract size conscious shoppers and many of them are outshoppers.  
 
♦ Facility Conscious Shopper 
Limited parking space of shopping centers is one of the big problems in Beijing, especially in 
the central area. So availability of parking is one of the concerns for motorists. The 
emergence of shopping centers in the urban fringe that have large retail space and sufficient 
parking space offers shoppers another choice for shopping.  
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Facility conscious shoppers are relatively older and their income is high. Besides, there are a 
higher percentage of males in this group. As for occupation, a higher percentage of 
professionals and managerials can also be observed. Because of high income and good 
occupation, their shopping preferences are quite different from traditional shoppers in Beijing. 
Proximity and price are not major concerns for them as they have higher disposable income 
and they usually take private cars or taxis to shop.  
 
6.3 Implications for Shopping Centers 
Table 6-8 Cross-tabulation Analysis of Shopping Centers and Clusters 
Standardized Data Clusters Shopping 




50 24 48 41 Golden 
Resources (30.7) (14.7) (29.4) (25.2) 
54 44 23 20 
Golden Season (38.3) (31.2) (16.3) (14.2) 
53 44 39 18 
Zhongguancun (34.4) (28.6) (25.3) (11.7) 
43 38 39 30 
Jiulong (28.7) (25.3) (26.0) (20.0) 
200 150 149 109 
Total (32.9) (24.7) (24.5) (17.9) 
Note: Chi-square test, significant at 1% level 
Number of respondents indicated first; percentages in brackets 
Source: Author 
 
As found by Moore and Mason (1969), patronage decisions from shoppers are different. This 
study also finds the existence of different shopping considerations. This result has great 
implication for shopping center owners or managers, as knowing their clients’ preferences and 
patterns will definitely increase the effectiveness of their management.  
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Although the results are not so obvious, some patterns can be seen from Table 6-8. For 
Golden Resources, shoppers are more concerned with size, facility and not concerned about 
price. The shoppers in Golden Season place more emphasis on convenience and price, less on 
atmosphere and size. The characteristics of shoppers in Zhongguancun Plaza are not so 
apparent; however, a higher percentage of convenience and price conscious shoppers can be 
observed. The respondents interviewed in Jiulong are almost evenly composed of the four 
kinds of shoppers. Hence, shopping center managers can make strategies and promotion 
activities based on their customers’ characteristics and preferences. For example, if the 
managers of Golden Season Shopping Center want to retain their existing shoppers, 
promotional effort stressing low prices would be an effective way. For Golden Resources 
Shopping Mall, adequate parking facilities and an attractive environment are essential to 
attract outshoppers to visit.  
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Chapter Seven: Determinants of Shopping Center Success 
 
Focusing on the role of determinant attributes of shopping centers, the effects are tested in 
two stages. At first, the influence of shopping center attributes on shopping duration and 
expenditure pattern are empirically tested using single equation models. Secondly, in order to 
control for the possible endogenous relationship between duration of visit and amount spent 
in the mall, a recursive simultaneous equations model is employed.  
 
7.1 Model Specification 
The correlation matrix presented in Appendix 5 reveals several interesting relationships. Not 
unexpectedly, age is correlated with income level. Specific to the focus of our examination, 
the expenditure amount spent per visit is influenced by the duration time, income level and 
visiting frequency. The duration time is affected by the patron’s gender. 
The model’s specification is listed as follows: 
Model specification 1: single equation OLS model 
EXPENDITURE (per visit) =f (Shopping Center Attributes, Travel time, Frequency, 
Characteristics of Respondents)   
Model specification 2: single equation OLS model 
DURATION (per visit) =f (Shopping Center Attributes, Travel time, Frequency, 
Characteristics of Respondents)   
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Model specification 3: Simultaneous Equation OLS Model 
EXPENDITURE=f (Duration, Shopping Center Attributes, Characteristics of Respondents)(1) 
DURATION=f (Shopping Center Attributes, Travel Time, Frequency, Characteristics of 
Respondents)                                                              (2) 
 
Table 7-1 Variables Definition 
Variable  Definition 
EXPENSE Respondent’s average expense per visit 
DURATION Respondent’s average stay time per visit 
AGE Respondent’s age 
INCOME Respondent’s income 
MALE 1 indicates Male, otherwise zero 
TTRAVEL Respondent’s travel time to a shopping center 
FRENQ Frequency level of mall visit, 1 means the highest, 5 means the 
lowest 
SHOPPING 1 indicates respondent’s main reason for visiting includes shopping 
PROXIMITY 
Binary variables indicating whether the respondent’s main reason for 
visiting the mall includes proximity to home or office 
SIZE 
Binary variables indicating whether the respondent’s main reason for 
visiting the mall includes big mall size 
TRANSPORTATION 
Binary variables indicating whether the respondent’s main reason for 
visiting the mall includes convenience of transportation 
PARKING 
Binary variables indicating whether the respondent’s main reason for 
visiting the mall includes good parking facility 
ANCHOR 
Binary variables indicating whether the respondent’s main reason for 
visiting the mall includes good anchor tenant 
VARIETY 
Binary variables indicating whether the respondent’s main reason for 
visiting the mall includes variety of store(s) 
SERVICE 
Binary variables indicating whether the respondent’s main reason for 
visiting the mall includes complementary service 
PROMOTION 
Binary variables indicating whether the respondent’s main reason for 
visiting the mall includes sales promotion/marketing activities 
PRICE 
Binary variables indicating whether the respondent’s main reason for 
visiting the mall includes reasonable price level 
QUALITY Binary variables indicating whether the respondent’s main reason for 
visiting the mall includes good reputation/high quality service 
ATMOSPHERE 
Binary variables indicating whether the respondent’s main reason for 
visiting the mall includes clean and comfortable store atmosphere 
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7.2 MODEL 1 Single Equation OLS Model 
Table 7-2 Regression Results of Model 1 
Dependent variable=EXPENSE (Sample Size:611) 
White Heteroskedasticity-Consistent Standard Errors & Covariance  
Note: R-squared=0.139 
Adjusted R-squared=0.114 
S.E. of regression=209.9 
 
Table 7-2 shows the results of regression. The test for heteroscedasticity following White 
(1980) is rejected at the 10% level (the result of the test is shown in Appendix 6). Accordingly, 
White’s method is used to adjust for heteroskedasticity. For the whole sample, the expenditure 
amount of shopping center patrons is determined primarily by their income level, shopping 
motive and visiting frequency rather than their gender or age. Those whose main 
considerations include parking facilities tend to spend more. Not surprisingly, shoppers who 
care very much about price spend less because of their budget constraint or conservative 
shopping behavior. 
Variables Coefficient Standard Error Prob. 
Constant -11.768 34.332 0.732 
AGE 5.122 8.162 0.531 
INCOME 48.723 10.596 0.000 
MALE -21.848 19.795 0.270 
FRENQ 26.252 7.419 0.000 
TTRAVEL 0.092 0.403 0.819 
SHOPPING 60.192 15.867 0.000 
PROXIMITY -12.779 20.042 0.524 
SIZE 9.166 19.988 0.647 
TRANSPORTATION 9.193 25.420 0.718 
PARKING 69.339 39.863 0.083 
ANCHOR -3.500 17.705 0.843 
VARIETY -0.761 19.451 0.969 
SERVICE -10.529 18.353 0.566 
PROMOTION 13.810 33.050 0.676 
PRICE -40.494 18.206 0.027 
QUALITY -7.685 16.203 0.636 
ATMOSPHERE -29.437 18.480 0.112 
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The regression results have some differences among samples collected from different 
shopping centers (Table 7-3). Failure to reject the null hypothesis of the White test implies 
that the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator is the best linear unbiased estimator of 
expense (the result of the White test is shown in Appendices 7a, 7b, 7c, 7d). The results of 
Golden Resources also show that those who indicated that their main purpose is shopping also 
spend more. Income is positively related to shopper’s expenditure in the sample collected 
from Zhongguancun Plaza and Jiulong shopping center. Frequency also has a significant 
effect on respondents of Golden Season and Jiulong. For the shopping center attributes on 
shopper’s expense, the results of these four shopping centers are different. Parking and 
Promotion have significant positive effect in the sample of Golden Resources. As a mega-mall 
located in an urban fringe area, promotion is a tool for Golden Resources Shopping Mall to 
attract more outshoppers to patronize. Additionally, the attraction of this mall is increased by 
providing enough and free parking. Size is negatively related to the dependent variable in 
Golden Season. As has been indicated in the Cluster Analysis, the shoppers of Golden Season 
are mainly price conscious or convenience shoppers. They do not care about mall size. In the 
sample of Zhongguancun Plaza, none of the attributes turn out to be significant at the 5% 
level. For Jiulong shopping center, TRANSPORTATION is significant at the 1% level. 
Located not far from the CBD area, Jiulong Shopping Center has a better location condition 









Golden Season Zhongguancun Jiulong 
C 63.316 -52.546 45.194 -35.955 
AGE 17.370 21.223 -5.922 -13.357 
INCOME 37.236 31.265 40.013** 61.631** 
MALE -36.787 17.367 1.200 -25.237 
TTRAVEL 0.338 -0.904 0.434 -0.205 
SHOPPING 116.516** 67.362 30.174 46.978 
FRENQ 16.207 49.457** -8.004 43.583** 
PROXIMITY -78.365 -14.511 32.441 -22.099 
SIZE 64.297 -99.841* 12.007 47.274 
TRANSPORTATION -48.009 36.981 -10.199 82.336* 
PARKING 170.100** -45.764 -18.318 -19.651 
ANCHOR 3.770 78.160 -4.107 -50.308 
VARIETY -87.544 29.039 13.574 20.857 
SERVICE -21.350 -5.337 -17.604 3.631 
PROMOTION 138.186* 33.594 -18.944 -11.824 
PRICE -35.197 -8.881 -20.545 -53.913 
QUALITY -47.377 -20.457 32.411 19.860 
ATMOSPHERE -18.870 -76.224 -29.914 -52.301 
     































Note: ** indicates significance at 1% and * indicate significance at 5% level 
 
7.3 MODEL 2 Single Equation OLS Model 
In Model 2, respondents’ gender and travel time both have significant influence on the stay 
time. It is quite reasonable to find that people who take more time to arrive at the malls tend 
to stay longer. The duration time for male shoppers is significantly less than females. The 
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variable PROMOTION has a positive and significant effect on shopper’s stay time. The 
estimator is adjusted by using White's covariance estimator. The result of the White test is 
shown in Appendix 8.  
 
Table 7-4 Regression Results of Model 2 
Dependent variable= DURATION (average stay time per visit) 
Sample Size:611 
White Heteroskedasticity-Consistent Standard Errors & Covariance  
Variables Coefficient Std. Error Prob. 
C 112.150 15.475 0.000 
AGE -2.217 2.583 0.391 
INCOME 1.566 2.121 0.461 
MALE -19.086 5.576 0.001 
FRENQ -0.631 1.994 0.752 
TTRAVEL 0.342 0.149 0.022 
SHOPPING -5.427 6.351 0.393 
PROXIMITY 1.755 6.036 0.771 
SIZE 1.359 5.782 0.814 
TRANSPORTATION 8.083 5.537 0.145 
PARKING -9.359 7.455 0.210 
ANCHOR -8.305 6.114 0.175 
VARIETY 0.876 5.867 0.881 
SERVICE 7.031 6.024 0.244 
PROMOTION 19.327 9.095 0.034 
PRICE -0.615 5.399 0.909 
QUALITY 0.967 5.115 0.850 
ATMOSPHERE 3.870 5.514 0.483 
Note: R-squared=0.063 
Adjusted R-squared=0.036 






7.4 MODEL 3 Simultaneous Equations OLS Model 
Table 7-5 Regression Results of Model 3 
Regression 1: Dependent variable=EXPENSE  
White Heteroskedasticity-Consistent Standard Errors & Covariance 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error Prob. 
C 2.767 29.214 0.925 
DURATION 0.558 0.160 0.001 
MALE -21.673 19.469 0.266 
INCOME 48.817 10.149 0.000 
FRENQ 26.955 6.906 0.000 
SHOPPING 59.327 15.749 0.000 
PROXIMITY -15.443 17.946 0.390 
SIZE 8.366 19.016 0.660 
TRANSPORTATION 8.687 24.792 0.726 
PARKING 76.480 39.330 0.052 
VARIETY -1.617 18.885 0.932 
SERVICE -10.563 18.651 0.571 
PRICE -40.499 17.972 0.025 
PROMOTION 12.923 33.117 0.697 
QUALITY -7.214 16.221 0.657 
ATMOSPHERE -30.869 18.982 0.104 
Note: R-squared=0.162 
Adjusted R-squared=0.141 
S.E. of regression=206.8 
 
Regression 2: Dependent variable= DURATION (average stay time per visit) 
White Heteroskedasticity-Consistent Standard Errors & Covariance 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error Prob. 
C 110.009 7.245 0.000 
MALE -19.426 5.278 0.000 
TTRAVEL 0.332 0.135 0.014 
SHOPPING -6.165 6.381 0.334 
TRANSPORTATION 7.049 5.513 0.202 
PROMOTION 18.308 8.511 0.032 
SERVICE 8.414 5.325 0.115 
Note: R-squared=0.055 
Adjusted R-squared=0.046 
S.E. of regression=61.2 
 
The estimation results of Model 3 do not have much difference from Model 1 and Model 2, 
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but provide more insight into the dynamics of the influences of different shopping center 
attributes on the magnetism of shopping centers. The first regression shows that once the 
simultaneity of the duration is taken into account, parking facility has a positive and 
significant effect on expenditure in the first regression, while price level has a negative effect. 
Duration of visit in turn has a positive and significant effect on expenditure in the first 
regression. Respondents’ income level, visiting frequency and shopping motive also have a 
significant effect on their expenditure patterns. Regression 2 also reveals that promotion 
activity has a positive and significant effect on shoppers’ stay time, which indirectly impacts 
on shoppers’ expenditure amounts. Not surprisingly, male patrons tend to spend less time in a 
shopping center than female shoppers. Furthermore, those who took a longer time to reach a 
mall tend to spend more time in the mall. The estimator is adjusted by using White’s 
covariance estimator. The result of the White test is shown in Appendices 9a, 9b. 
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Chapter Eight: Conclusion and Implications 
 
This chapter summarizes the conclusions of the study and draws implications arising from the 
research. The limitations of the study are also mentioned with recommendations for further 
investigation. 
 
8.1 Summary of Findings 
Consumer’s perceptions of shopping center attributes are very important to shopping center 
patronage and shopping center success. Earlier retail researches on the performance of 
shopping centers and their consumer behavior have been done in developed countries. 
Consumers’ shopping patterns and the performance of shopping centers in developing 
counties like China remain relatively unknown. This paper seeks to contribute to the literature 
by drawing attention to the retail market in China’s transitional economy. As the trend is 
towards locating shopping malls outside the prime shopping areas, how to entice prospective 
shoppers to visit these malls becomes a critical survival issue for their owners in many cities 
including Beijing. Aiming to investigate the behaviors and shopping patterns of Chinese 
customers and empirically test the effective factors which can affect shopping center success, 
a survey on 611 shoppers was carried out in four selected shopping centers in Beijing, China. 
The selected shopping centers in this study are all located in the urban-fringe area.  
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Two common questions shopping center developers may ask are addressed in this study. First, 
who are the targeted customers of the shopping centers? Second, what are the determinant 
factors to the success of the shopping centers? Descriptive analysis and cluster analysis are 
used to examine the shopping patterns and shopping behaviors of Chinese shoppers, and 
regression models are employed to empirically test the shopping centers’ performance.  
 
In this study, distinct patterns of shopping behaviors are found based on the relative 
importance of patronage factors. The shopping types identified are convenience, price 
conscious, size conscious, facility conscious shoppers using a standardized data set. The low 
to middle income shoppers tend to be convenience or price conscious shoppers, and the 
middle to high income shoppers tend to be size conscious or facility conscious shoppers. The 
results show that Chinese consumers in urban areas are becoming more sophisticated and 
diversified.  
 
Focusing on the role of shopping center attributes on consumers’ expenditure and stay time, 
two single OLS regression models are employed. Controlled for shoppers’ characteristics, the 
expenditure amount of shopping center patrons is positively related to good parking facilities, 
and the promotion activity would tend to increase shoppers’ stay time. However, for different 
shopping centers, the attraction factors may not be the same because of the different targeted 
consumers. In consideration of the possible endogenous relationship between duration of visit 
and amount spent in the mall, a recursive simultaneous equations model is employed. The 
results show that parking facilities have positive and significant effect on expenditure while 
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low price level has a negative effect. Duration of visit in turn has a positive and significant 
effect on expenditure. Promotion activity has a positive and significant effect on shoppers’ 
stay time, which indirectly impacts on shoppers’ expenditure amounts. 
 
8.2 Implications  
Information on consumers’ considerations will be useful for investors or enterprises targeting 
Chinese markets. As more and more foreign retailers wish to establish or expand their 
retailing business in China, an understanding of Chinese consumer behavior, with particular 
reference to their patronage considerations is crucial. The cluster analysis results provide 
meaningful profiles of current consumer markets in China. The consumer market in China is 
continuing to evolve at a rapid pace in this new era and has become increasingly diversified. 
Profiling consumers by combining their shopping considerations and demographic variables 
provides more meaningful ways to identify various consumer segments and to target each 
segment with more focused marketing strategies. For instance, a shopping center which 
targets convenience shoppers needs to meet their requirements in terms of location and easy 
accessibility. This would include clear signboards directing to the center and a design that 
minimizes excessive walking distances. If a shopping center concentrates entirely on price 
conscious shoppers, little promotional effort stressing location, ease of parking, or pleasant 
store atmosphere would be required as price conscious shoppers will forgo these amenities to 
obtain low prices. Hence, the most effective way to attract this kind of shopper is having a 
discount store or a supermarket with a reputation for low prices. Size conscious or facility 
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conscious shoppers are not so sensitive to price and distance. In order to draw these shoppers, 
adequate parking facilities and an attractive environment are essential.  
 
Although large scale shopping malls have triggered the problems of high cost and waste of 
energy, they have some dominant advantages over small ones. According to the shoppers’ 
survey, big mall size ranks first in all the 11 relevant shopping center attributes. A large mall 
can accommodate a greater variety of shops and create a more pleasant environment for the 
shoppers. They can attract a high percentage of outshoppers. The market strategies for large 
scale shopping centers are different from small ones. More advertisements and marketing 
promotions are needed and adequate parking is necessary.  
 
The empirical test of shopping center attributes also help shopping center owners or 
developers to strategize to improve the centers’ performance. Sales promotion and marketing 
activities can retain shoppers to stay longer and make more purchases. Ease and enough 




This study has several limitations. Firstly, there were difficulties encountered in carrying out 
the interviews. Bias has been introduced in the selection of respondents for the interview as 
not all respondents intercepted were prepared to be interviewed. In addition, the survey was 
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conducted in four shopping centers in the urban fringe areas. Therefore, this study ignores 
shoppers in the central areas who may have different requirements on shopping. The results 
can not be generalised. Secondly, the cluster analysis of this paper was only based on 
shoppers’ considerations of shopping. There are other relevant variables such as recreational 
factors which might have an impact on patronage. Thirdly, the regression results would be 
more persuasive if high R-square values can be obtained. Given that modeling shopping 
centre choice is a complex process, it is very hard to achieve high R-square scores. As this 
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Appendix 2: Catchment Areas of Selected Shopping Centers 
1. Jiulong Shopping Center Catchment Area 
Map 1. Jiulong Shopping Center Catchment Area 
 
 
The main trade area that Jiulong Shopping Center serves is the local residential catchment. 
The mall also attracts some pedestrian traffic because of its proximity to the CBD. The 
defined catchment area for Jiulong Shopping Center is as shown in Map 1. The primary 
catchment area spans across both sides of the third ring road, and contains most of the land 
mass within a 2 km radius of Jiulong Mall. It comprises part of the Nanmofang, Jinsong, 
CBD 




Shuangjing and Jianwai suburbs. The secondary catchment area incorporates land beyond the 
primary sector, and predominantly within a 4.0 km radius of Jiulong Mall. It includes part of 
the Balizhuang, Gaobeidian, Wangsiyang, Nanmofang, Jinsong, Shuangjing, Jianwai, 
Panjianyuan and Hujialou districts. 
 
2. Golden Resources Shopping Mall Catchment Area 





Golden Resources Shopping Mall 
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The defined catchment area for Golden Resources Shopping Mall is shown in Map 2. The 
primary catchment area is basically confined to a 2 km radius from the center and the 
secondary trade area extends out to 4– 5 kms. The prime catchment area comprises part of the 
Sijiqing, Landianchang and Banjing suburbs. Due to its large mall size, Golden Resources 
Shopping Mall also attracts shoppers beyond its local residential catchment.  
 
3. Zhongguancun Plaza Catchment Area 







The defined catchment area for Zhongguancun Plaza is shown in Map 3. The primary 
catchment area spans across both sides of the fourth ring road. It includes most of the land 
mass within a 2 km radius of Zhongguancun Plaza, and comprises all of the Zhongguancun 
district, as well as part of the Huangzhuang suburb. The secondary trade area extends beyond 
the primary trade area and is encompassed within a 4 km radius of the mall, and incorporates 
parts of the Wanliu, Wanquanzhuang, Shuangyushu and Qinghuayuan districts. 
 
4. Golden Season Shopping Center Catchment Area 




Golden Season Shopping Center 
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The defined catchment area Golden Season Shopping Center is shown in Map 4. The primary 
catchment area encompasses land that is broadly contained within a 2.0 km radius of the mall. 
It comprises part of the Tiancunlu and Enjili suburbs. The secondary catchment area 
incorporates land beyond the primary sector, and predominantly within a 4.0 km radius of the 
mall. 
 
The catchment areas of Zhongguancun Plaza and Golden Resources Shopping Mall partly 
overlap, as well as Golden Season Shopping Center and Golden Resources Shopping Mall. 
But we can see from the descriptive analysis (see Table 5-10 in Chapter Five for detail), 
shoppers generally go to the different malls quite frequently, each mall does not face strong 
competition from other malls. 
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Appendix 3: Questionnaire for Survey (English Version) 
 
 
Questionnaire for Shopping Centre  
 
Dear Lady/Gentleman, 
I am a postgraduate student from Department of Real Estate, National University of 
Singapore. Currently, I am conducting research on some success factors of Chinese shopping 
centers. Would you please spend several minutes to answer the following questions? Your 
cooperation will do great help to my research.  
 
Thank you very much! 
 
 
Please tick in the relevant boxes 
 
 
Part I  
1. What are your main reasons for visiting this shopping center? 
□Shopping    □Browsing     □Eating    
□Entertainment (KTV, playroom, Event) 
□Ancillary service (bank, hairdressing, beauty salon, washroom, etc ) 
 
2. What is your frequency of visit to this shopping center? 
□Several times per week  □Once a week    □Once a fortnight  
□Once a month    □Once in several months 
 
3. What is your transportation mode? 
□Bus     □MRT     □Taxi  
□Private car    □Walk/bicycle 
 
4. How much is your average expenditure per visit?                           yuan 
  
5. How much is your average duration per visit?               hour           minute 
 







Number of questionnaire:                Survey Date:                   
Name of shopping center:                   
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Part II  
 
7. What are your main considerations when choosing a shopping center?  
♦ Spatial factors 
□Proximity to home/office  □Big Mall Size   □Convenience of transportation  
□Good parking facilities 
♦ Tenant Mix 
□Good anchor tenant   □Variety of stores  □Complementary services 
♦ Branding strategy 
□Sales promotion/Marketing activities   □Reasonable price level  
□Good reputation/High quality service  □Clean and comfortable store atmosphere 
 
8. Would you go to a shopping center frequently because of anchor tenants? 
□Yes    □No 
 
9. If “Yes” in above question, please answer: 
(1)Which kind of anchor store attracts you to visit? 
□Supermarket/warehouse (e.g Carrefour, Auchan )  
□Department store(e.g Lufthansa, Guiyou )  
□Others (pls specify_____) 
 
(2)Apart from visiting anchor store(s), would you go to other shops in the shopping center? 
□Yes    □No  
 
Part III Personal Information 
 
10. Your gender 
□Male    □Female 
 
11. Your age 
□Below 20    □20-29    □30-39  
□40-49     □50 and above 
 
12. Your occupation 
□Professional/   □Managerial    □Office Personnel/Admin   □Worker 
□Education/Service □Sales/Marketing  □Self employed      
□Housewife /Retired  □Student   □Others(Please specify_______) 
 
13. You average monthly income (RMB) 
□Less than 1000yuan  □1000-3000yuan   □3001-50000yuan  
□5001-7000yuan  □7001-10000yuan   □above10000yuan     
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□购物     □闲逛     □用餐  
□娱乐（KTV,游戏厅，商场活动）     □服务设施（银行、美容美发等） 
 
2． 请问您多久来此购物中心一次？ 
□一周多次    □一周一次    □两周一次  
□一月一次    □数月一次 
 
3． 您的交通工具： 
□公交车          □地铁（含轻轨）  □出租车   
□私家车          □单位配车    □走路/自行车 
 
4． 请问您通常在此购物中心的消费（平均消费额）？                             元 
 
5． 请问您在此购物中心一般会停留多久？         小时                 分钟 
 
6． 您到达此购物中心所需的路程时间？           小时                 分钟 
问卷编号:                                    访问时间：             





□离居住地/工作地近    □购物中心规模大    □交通便利    □停车位充足   
♦ 商家组合： 
□主力店               □店铺种类多        □附属设施完善 
♦ 品牌策略： 
□促销活动      □价格适中     □信誉好/服务质量高    □购物环境好 
 
8．您会因为某购物中心有主力店而常常去该购物中心吗？ 





□百货店（如贵友、燕莎）                    
□其它（请说明           ） 
(2)除了在主力店消费，您是否会去其它店铺购物或消费？ 




□男     □女 
 
11．您的年龄 
□小于 20岁   □20－29岁   □30－39岁 
□40－49岁   □50岁及以上 
 
12．您的职业 
□专业技术人员  □管理人员    □行政人员   □工人 
□教育/服务行业     □销售/市场营销  □个人/私营业主   
□家庭主妇/退休  □学生    □其它（请说明           ） 
 
13．您的月平均收入（人民币） 
□低于 1000 元   □1001-3000 元  □3001-5000 元 
□5001-7000 元  □7001-10000 元  □10000 元以上  
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Appendix 5: Correlation Matrix 
Correlation coefficients for the pair-wise relationships are computed based on a final sample of 611 observations. Definitions of the variables are as follows: Expenditure per 
visit (EXPENSE), duration of visit (DURATION), travel time to shopping center (TTRAVEL), frequency of mall visit (FREQ), age of respondent (AGE), income level of 
respondent (INCOME), sex of respondent (MALE),main purpose of visit is shopping (SHOP), main consideration of visiting: proximity to home/office (SC1), big mall size 
(SC2), convenience of transportation (SC3), good parking facilities (SC4), good anchor tenant (SC5), variety of stores (SC6), complementary service (SC7), sales promotion 
(SC8), reasonable price level (SC9), good reputation/high quality service (SC10), clean and comfortable store atmosphere (SC11), weekend (W-END) 
 DURATION AGE INCOME MALE TTRAVEL FRENQ SHOP SC1 SC2 SC3 SC4 SC5 SC6 SC7 SC8 SC9 SC10 SC11 W-END 
EXPENSE 0.137 0.096  0.282  0.035  0.052  0.170  0.115  -0.084  0.051  0.027  0.166  0.051  -0.015  -0.036  0.024  -0.082  -0.022  -0.019  0.008  
DURATION  -0.052  -0.036 -0.143  0.097  0.001  -0.048  0.006  0.026  0.067  -0.036  -0.041  0.049  0.065  0.125  -0.012  0.025  0.050  0.036  
AGE   0.224  0.061  -0.027  0.033  -0.014  -0.082  0.007  0.030  0.192  0.019  -0.012  -0.044  -0.054  -0.056  0.040  0.071  0.006  
INCOME    0.267  0.047  0.083  0.014  -0.070  0.083  0.004  0.280  0.170  -0.079  0.044  -0.011  -0.101  -0.064  0.093  0.102  
MALE     0.129  0.071  -0.044  -0.076  -0.016  -0.017  0.038  0.052  -0.131  0.035  -0.081  -0.086  -0.084  0.027  0.021  
TTRAVEL      0.245  -0.097  -0.347  0.136  -0.010  -0.018  0.038  -0.004  0.041  -0.025  -0.112  0.009  0.087  0.024  
FRENQ       -0.051  -0.121  0.071  0.042  -0.015  0.063  0.028  -0.096  0.000  0.040  0.006  -0.041  0.013  
SHOP        0.004  0.051  0.023  0.013  0.084  0.009  -0.067  0.033  0.119  0.073  -0.064  0.000  
SC1         -0.330  0.000  -0.091  0.033  -0.019  0.089  0.154  0.075  0.070  -0.044  0.033  
SC2          -0.028  0.048  0.129  0.154  0.067  0.062  0.139  0.011  0.117  -0.051  
SC3           0.119  0.106  0.038  0.035  0.129  0.039  0.138  0.161  0.008  
SC4            0.025  -0.025  0.107  0.033  -0.047  0.030  0.155  0.032  
SC5             -0.287  -0.057  0.170  0.040  0.166  0.097  -0.086  
SC6              -0.180  0.082  0.128  0.006  0.057  0.026  
SC7               0.047  0.020  0.073  0.171  0.076  
SC8                0.002  0.063  0.023  0.083  
SC9                 0.035  -0.224  0.127  
SC10                  0.072  -0.064  
SC(11)                  -0.004  
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Appendix 6: White Heteroskedasticity Test for Model 1(Whole sample) 
White Heteroskedasticity Test:  
     
     F-statistic 1.344495     Probability 0.009872 
Obs*R-squared 194.2119     Probability 0.023254 
     
     
     
Test Equation:   
Dependent Variable: RESID^2   
Method: Least Squares   
Sample: 1 611   
Included observations: 611   
White Heteroskedasticity-Consistent Standard Errors & Covariance 
     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     C -60566.33 171981.8 -0.352167 0.7249 
AGE -14980.02 60499.05 -0.247608 0.8046 
AGE^2 -9806.147 8251.118 -1.188463 0.2353 
AGE*INCOME -9161.176 17700.74 -0.517559 0.6050 
AGE*MALE 10993.84 30951.19 0.355199 0.7226 
AGE*FRENQ -9548.102 11776.44 -0.810780 0.4179 
AGE*TTRAVEL 1250.946 632.8773 1.976600 0.0487 
AGE*SHOPPING 63216.11 32608.57 1.938635 0.0532 
AGE*PROXIMITY 1051.058 34026.95 0.030889 0.9754 
AGE*SIZE -1276.788 29514.29 -0.043260 0.9655 
AGE*TRANSPORTATION -64600.40 44946.12 -1.437285 0.1513 
AGE*PARKING 58746.09 44846.67 1.309932 0.1909 
AGE*ANCHOR -10169.19 27849.75 -0.365145 0.7152 
AGE*VARIETY -5727.998 22051.76 -0.259752 0.7952 
AGE*SERVICE 24288.79 32354.38 0.750711 0.4532 
AGE*PROMOTION 62204.68 50223.65 1.238553 0.2162 
AGE*PRICE 11392.07 30861.65 0.369133 0.7122 
AGE*QUALITY 24786.58 24668.93 1.004769 0.3155 
AGE*ATMOSPHERE 22976.16 27926.14 0.822748 0.4111 
INCOME 36841.26 71488.61 0.515344 0.6066 
INCOME^2 -3318.277 10394.94 -0.319220 0.7497 
INCOME*MALE -6480.438 31142.99 -0.208087 0.8353 
INCOME*FRENQ 3060.222 9547.408 0.320529 0.7487 
INCOME*TTRAVEL 548.3722 709.2118 0.773214 0.4398 
INCOME*SHOPPING 7452.006 23711.52 0.314278 0.7535 
INCOME*PROXIMITY -3377.081 22308.95 -0.151378 0.8797 
INCOME*SIZE 25886.74 24801.61 1.043752 0.2972 
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INCOME*TRANSPORTATION 53751.60 61096.48 0.879782 0.3794 
INCOME*PARKING 24986.08 41550.18 0.601347 0.5479 
INCOME*ANCHOR 5227.572 26377.15 0.198186 0.8430 
INCOME*VARIETY 34676.98 27283.01 1.271010 0.2044 
INCOME*SERVICE -29116.01 30575.40 -0.952269 0.3415 
INCOME*PROMOTION -99207.92 63231.23 -1.568970 0.1174 
INCOME*PRICE -48371.47 32707.41 -1.478915 0.1399 
INCOME*QUALITY -34205.94 33544.70 -1.019712 0.3084 
INCOME*ATMOSPHERE -41548.69 40296.84 -1.031066 0.3031 
MALE -81152.07 101022.1 -0.803310 0.4222 
MALE*FRENQ 14603.42 20347.63 0.717696 0.4733 
MALE*TTRAVEL -359.5123 1080.477 -0.332735 0.7395 
MALE*SHOPPING 51199.60 34421.43 1.487434 0.1376 
MALE*PROXIMITY -58591.05 79037.77 -0.741304 0.4589 
MALE*SIZE -87522.79 78498.45 -1.114962 0.2655 
MALE*TRANSPORTATION -56229.22 91092.99 -0.617273 0.5374 
MALE*PARKING 183664.4 167992.6 1.093289 0.2748 
MALE*ANCHOR 71831.70 38148.36 1.882956 0.0603 
MALE*VARIETY 15249.90 69642.37 0.218975 0.8268 
MALE*SERVICE 19148.45 51290.54 0.373333 0.7091 
MALE*PROMOTION 168977.6 117774.8 1.434752 0.1520 
MALE*PRICE 71450.26 48148.12 1.483968 0.1385 
MALE*QUALITY -26959.40 52939.99 -0.509245 0.6108 
MALE*ATMOSPHERE 48508.28 60959.31 0.795748 0.4266 
FRENQ 47701.44 51182.34 0.931990 0.3518 
FRENQ^2 2611.845 5979.146 0.436826 0.6624 
FRENQ*TTRAVEL 127.3855 468.5438 0.271875 0.7858 
FRENQ*SHOPPING 1229.974 15161.74 0.081123 0.9354 
FRENQ*PROXIMITY -46993.83 31781.59 -1.478649 0.1399 
FRENQ*SIZE -34135.05 30672.65 -1.112882 0.2663 
FRENQ*TRANSPORTATION 24995.54 31386.19 0.796387 0.4262 
FRENQ*PARKING 22277.53 48642.47 0.457985 0.6472 
FRENQ*ANCHOR -3489.322 21333.90 -0.163558 0.8702 
FRENQ*VARIETY -758.0741 26779.63 -0.028308 0.9774 
FRENQ*SERVICE -25738.15 20783.12 -1.238416 0.2162 
FRENQ*PROMOTION 25162.56 22023.58 1.142528 0.2538 
FRENQ*PRICE -1429.790 18506.99 -0.077257 0.9385 
FRENQ*QUALITY -11660.70 25514.04 -0.457031 0.6479 
FRENQ*ATMOSPHERE 3225.933 14807.47 0.217858 0.8276 
TTRAVEL -2368.372 2839.995 -0.833935 0.4048 
TTRAVEL^2 -14.57862 14.67956 -0.993124 0.3212 
TTRAVEL*SHOPPING -599.6425 1226.439 -0.488930 0.6251 
TTRAVEL*PROXIMITY -231.9280 1332.380 -0.174070 0.8619 
TTRAVEL*SIZE 1044.952 1222.120 0.855032 0.3930 
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TTRAVEL*TRANSPORTATION -1469.346 1470.798 -0.999012 0.3183 
TTRAVEL*PARKING -2948.281 3686.677 -0.799712 0.4243 
TTRAVEL*ANCHOR -242.5501 1069.839 -0.226716 0.8207 
TTRAVEL*VARIETY -2445.289 1482.975 -1.648908 0.0999 
TTRAVEL*SERVICE 1374.169 1109.548 1.238494 0.2162 
TTRAVEL*PROMOTION 929.3910 1977.904 0.469887 0.6387 
TTRAVEL*PRICE 1238.466 1064.095 1.163867 0.2451 
TTRAVEL*QUALITY 851.5962 1134.350 0.750735 0.4532 
TTRAVEL*ATMOSPHERE 285.0682 855.3302 0.333284 0.7391 
SHOPPING -86703.32 93245.74 -0.929837 0.3530 
SHOPPING*PROXIMITY -57447.75 71958.00 -0.798351 0.4251 
SHOPPING*SIZE 10925.17 55244.15 0.197762 0.8433 
SHOPPING*TRANSPORTATION 14954.37 64157.68 0.233088 0.8158 
SHOPPING*PARKING 121634.1 148733.1 0.817801 0.4139 
SHOPPING*ANCHOR 72232.05 50512.90 1.429972 0.1534 
SHOPPING*VARIETY -18722.01 60165.92 -0.311173 0.7558 
SHOPPING*SERVICE -27396.43 42893.03 -0.638715 0.5233 
SHOPPING*PROMOTION 60912.71 68992.17 0.882893 0.3778 
SHOPPING*PRICE 1502.034 42262.72 0.035540 0.9717 
SHOPPING*QUALITY -61995.61 48631.92 -1.274793 0.2030 
SHOPPING*ATMOSPHERE -51880.01 38724.08 -1.339735 0.1810 
PROXIMITY 133347.3 146656.5 0.909250 0.3637 
PROXIMITY*SIZE 33998.63 83060.29 0.409325 0.6825 
PROXIMITY*TRANSPORTATION 12810.65 70357.32 0.182080 0.8556 
PROXIMITY*PARKING 30139.43 95890.22 0.314312 0.7534 
PROXIMITY*ANCHOR -40712.04 46419.43 -0.877047 0.3809 
PROXIMITY*VARIETY -84321.01 85028.67 -0.991677 0.3219 
PROXIMITY*SERVICE -10585.34 46686.69 -0.226732 0.8207 
PROXIMITY*PROMOTION -7986.540 85936.15 -0.092936 0.9260 
PROXIMITY*PRICE 23754.04 78555.55 0.302385 0.7625 
PROXIMITY*QUALITY 77261.29 62630.22 1.233611 0.2180 
PROXIMITY*ATMOSPHERE 31657.69 57483.38 0.550728 0.5821 
SIZE 47027.36 94632.20 0.496949 0.6195 
SIZE*TRANSPORTATION -22045.55 71440.64 -0.308586 0.7578 
SIZE*PARKING 52926.69 94974.07 0.557275 0.5776 
SIZE*ANCHOR -69320.67 53739.59 -1.289937 0.1977 
SIZE*VARIETY -61809.78 78628.23 -0.786102 0.4322 
SIZE*SERVICE -41940.36 67565.14 -0.620740 0.5351 
SIZE*PROMOTION 51749.86 74022.44 0.699110 0.4848 
SIZE*PRICE -25288.27 67196.42 -0.376334 0.7068 
SIZE*QUALITY -6982.999 66688.51 -0.104711 0.9167 
SIZE*ATMOSPHERE 22048.98 59394.80 0.371227 0.7106 
TRANSPORTATION 109281.9 110250.0 0.991220 0.3221 
TRANSPORTATION*PARKING -210410.1 141377.3 -1.488288 0.1374 
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TRANSPORTATION*ANCHOR -50110.80 47067.27 -1.064663 0.2876 
TRANSPORTATION*VARIETY 109305.1 69408.26 1.574814 0.1160 
TRANSPORTATION*SERVICE -7616.952 42877.39 -0.177645 0.8591 
TRANSPORTATION*PROMOTION -203680.7 127510.2 -1.597368 0.1109 
TRANSPORTATION*PRICE 28638.92 88913.46 0.322099 0.7475 
TRANSPORTATION*QUALITY -20049.29 50934.11 -0.393632 0.6940 
TRANSPORTATION*ATMOSPHERE -77608.92 83168.08 -0.933158 0.3512 
PARKING -415236.1 335740.2 -1.236778 0.2168 
PARKING*ANCHOR 124919.3 110645.9 1.129000 0.2595 
PARKING*VARIETY -158873.4 105370.9 -1.507754 0.1323 
PARKING*SERVICE -150620.4 151999.6 -0.990926 0.3223 
PARKING*PROMOTION 729540.7 503645.4 1.448521 0.1482 
PARKING*PRICE -67562.74 108053.4 -0.625272 0.5321 
PARKING*QUALITY -61513.52 95944.51 -0.641136 0.5218 
PARKING*ATMOSPHERE 229325.7 160625.1 1.427708 0.1541 
ANCHOR -47571.11 103625.9 -0.459066 0.6464 
ANCHOR*VARIETY -5649.076 59262.79 -0.095322 0.9241 
ANCHOR*SERVICE -14099.86 52942.53 -0.266324 0.7901 
ANCHOR*PROMOTION 79243.37 82767.86 0.957417 0.3389 
ANCHOR*PRICE 52720.22 51825.79 1.017259 0.3096 
ANCHOR*QUALITY 43555.18 41127.34 1.059032 0.2901 
ANCHOR*ATMOSPHERE 29299.87 50033.87 0.585601 0.5584 
VARIETY 189992.9 125450.1 1.514489 0.1306 
VARIETY*SERVICE 45229.68 88114.92 0.513303 0.6080 
VARIETY*PROMOTION -112536.3 86726.21 -1.297604 0.1951 
VARIETY*PRICE -5344.684 59037.37 -0.090531 0.9279 
VARIETY*QUALITY -23918.49 40130.40 -0.596019 0.5515 
VARIETY*ATMOSPHERE -108261.2 66574.79 -1.626160 0.1046 
SERVICE 28851.23 116154.0 0.248388 0.8039 
SERVICE*PROMOTION -182598.5 141945.5 -1.286399 0.1990 
SERVICE*PRICE 76072.25 57532.08 1.322258 0.1867 
SERVICE*QUALITY 22745.63 50457.70 0.450786 0.6524 
SERVICE*ATMOSPHERE 41915.67 49337.38 0.849572 0.3960 
PROMOTION -59725.10 120169.4 -0.497008 0.6194 
PROMOTION*PRICE 11049.52 102602.7 0.107692 0.9143 
PROMOTION*QUALITY -119138.1 76551.72 -1.556309 0.1203 
PROMOTION*ATMOSPHERE 157262.1 139781.0 1.125060 0.2612 
PRICE -45132.08 110101.6 -0.409913 0.6821 
PRICE*QUALITY 17883.47 49015.15 0.364856 0.7154 
PRICE*ATMOSPHERE 5214.587 69535.35 0.074992 0.9403 
QUALITY 17136.92 90499.07 0.189360 0.8499 
QUALITY*ATMOSPHERE 4454.996 42166.72 0.105652 0.9159 
ATMOSPHERE -8963.245 86440.77 -0.103692 0.9175 
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R-squared 0.317859     Mean dependent var 42768.89 
Adjusted R-squared 0.081444     S.D. dependent var 257175.6 
S.E. of regression 246480.5     Akaike info criterion 27.88593 
Sum squared resid 2.75E+13     Schwarz criterion 29.02764 
Log likelihood -8361.153     F-statistic 1.344495 
Durbin-Watson stat 1.907444     Prob(F-statistic) 0.009872 
     
     
 
Appendix 7a: White Heteroskedasticity Test for Model 1(Golden Resources) 
White Heteroskedasticity Test:  
     
     F-statistic 1.411383     Probability 0.122354 
Obs*R-squared 28.31219     Probability 0.131517 
     
     
     
Test Equation:   
Dependent Variable: RESID^2   
Method: Least Squares   
Sample: 1 163   
Included observations: 163   
     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     C -192995.4 177011.8 -1.090297 0.2774 
AGE 139515.6 109608.1 1.272858 0.2052 
AGE^2 -22401.95 17982.82 -1.245742 0.2149 
INCOME -43269.67 66798.71 -0.647762 0.5182 
INCOME^2 7845.092 10355.09 0.757607 0.4500 
MALE 36344.58 44211.14 0.822068 0.4124 
TTRAVEL 1489.052 2799.089 0.531977 0.5956 
TTRAVEL^2 -12.08526 24.98883 -0.483627 0.6294 
SHOPPING 50573.08 40660.87 1.243778 0.2156 
FRENQ 54602.56 73185.46 0.746085 0.4569 
FRENQ^2 -9137.371 12017.12 -0.760363 0.4483 
PROXIMITY -50397.35 43809.73 -1.150369 0.2519 
SIZE 43983.06 45213.36 0.972789 0.3323 
TRANSPORTATION -33423.21 43429.09 -0.769604 0.4428 
PARKING 82666.78 52093.34 1.586897 0.1148 
ANCHOR 22937.26 46890.91 0.489162 0.6255 
VARIETY -66956.01 44042.50 -1.520259 0.1307 
SERVICE -13116.59 50558.31 -0.259435 0.7957 
PROMOTION 178896.8 56230.97 3.181463 0.0018 
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PRICE -4108.423 46290.35 -0.088753 0.9294 
QUALITY -26830.51 45230.87 -0.593190 0.5540 
ATMOSPHERE -17087.85 45563.59 -0.375033 0.7082 
     
     R-squared 0.173694     Mean dependent var 61636.85 
Adjusted R-squared 0.050628     S.D. dependent var 246567.4 
S.E. of regression 240244.8     Akaike info criterion 27.74165 
Sum squared resid 8.14E+12     Schwarz criterion 28.15921 
Log likelihood -2238.945     F-statistic 1.411383 
Durbin-Watson stat 1.982434     Prob(F-statistic) 0.122354 
     
     
 
Appendix 7b: White Heteroskedasticity Test for Model 1(Golden Season) 
White Heteroskedasticity Test:  
     
     F-statistic 1.344662     Probability 0.160877 
Obs*R-squared 27.05760     Probability 0.168955 
     
     
     
Test Equation:   
Dependent Variable: RESID^2   
Method: Least Squares   
Sample: 1 143   
Included observations: 143   
     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     C 120673.6 181573.0 0.664601 0.5076 
AGE 25421.82 123098.4 0.206516 0.8367 
AGE^2 -7677.495 20809.86 -0.368935 0.7128 
INCOME -27564.94 67099.68 -0.410806 0.6819 
INCOME^2 6400.365 11460.71 0.558461 0.5776 
MALE 24901.32 38456.39 0.647521 0.5185 
TTRAVEL -1002.975 2870.722 -0.349381 0.7274 
TTRAVEL^2 8.715990 27.98537 0.311448 0.7560 
SHOPPING 93851.77 49461.98 1.897453 0.0602 
FRENQ -166832.0 72983.74 -2.285879 0.0240 
FRENQ^2 35975.46 12671.83 2.839011 0.0053 
PROXIMITY -20191.15 50064.79 -0.403300 0.6874 
SIZE -68583.91 46178.09 -1.485204 0.1401 
TRANSPORTATION 71030.48 45835.96 1.549667 0.1238 
PARKING -37392.70 73141.80 -0.511236 0.6101 
ANCHOR 40598.80 51926.30 0.781854 0.4358 
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VARIETY 63173.08 46069.97 1.371242 0.1728 
SERVICE -6444.536 48975.97 -0.131586 0.8955 
PROMOTION -28746.58 51807.02 -0.554878 0.5800 
PRICE 33126.71 41675.13 0.794880 0.4282 
QUALITY -41893.54 43159.64 -0.970665 0.3337 
ATMOSPHERE -48619.63 44395.75 -1.095141 0.2756 
     
     R-squared 0.189214     Mean dependent var 35260.29 
Adjusted R-squared 0.048499     S.D. dependent var 213502.7 
S.E. of regression 208261.1     Akaike info criterion 27.47161 
Sum squared resid 5.25E+12     Schwarz criterion 27.92743 
Log likelihood -1942.220     F-statistic 1.344662 
Durbin-Watson stat 1.890414     Prob(F-statistic) 0.160877 
     
     
 
Appendix 7c: White Heteroskedasticity Test for Model 1(Zhongguancun) 
White Heteroskedasticity Test:  
     
     F-statistic 0.878682     Probability 0.618200 
Obs*R-squared 18.88742     Probability 0.592362 
     
     
     
Test Equation:   
Dependent Variable: RESID^2   
Method: Least Squares   
Sample: 1 154   
Included observations: 154   
     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     C 3031.937 31947.62 0.094903 0.9245 
AGE -1798.844 18333.77 -0.098116 0.9220 
AGE^2 -307.3686 2845.124 -0.108033 0.9141 
INCOME 11008.39 10073.45 1.092813 0.2765 
INCOME^2 -1079.697 2069.072 -0.521827 0.6027 
MALE 708.2481 5272.090 0.134339 0.8933 
TTRAVEL -209.5378 321.0790 -0.652605 0.5151 
TTRAVEL^2 2.306489 2.620172 0.880281 0.3803 
SHOPPING 8240.196 5595.440 1.472663 0.1432 
FRENQ -2299.056 9610.846 -0.239215 0.8113 
FRENQ^2 128.6907 1577.918 0.081557 0.9351 
PROXIMITY 4105.953 5653.711 0.726240 0.4690 
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SIZE 1684.878 5368.121 0.313867 0.7541 
TRANSPORTATION -1380.549 5488.832 -0.251520 0.8018 
PARKING -9311.767 11465.72 -0.812140 0.4182 
ANCHOR -1360.354 5591.275 -0.243299 0.8082 
VARIETY 4445.069 5859.411 0.758621 0.4494 
SERVICE -5608.726 6829.931 -0.821198 0.4130 
PROMOTION -3101.073 6533.418 -0.474648 0.6358 
PRICE -8526.553 5456.489 -1.562645 0.1205 
QUALITY 5728.309 5441.804 1.052649 0.2944 
ATMOSPHERE -9003.549 4887.414 -1.842191 0.0677 
     
     R-squared 0.122646     Mean dependent var 8481.248 
Adjusted R-squared -0.016934     S.D. dependent var 27178.04 
S.E. of regression 27407.18     Akaike info criterion 23.40656 
Sum squared resid 9.92E+10     Schwarz criterion 23.84041 
Log likelihood -1780.305     F-statistic 0.878682 
Durbin-Watson stat 2.054924     Prob(F-statistic) 0.618200 
     
     
 
Appendix 7d: White Heteroskedasticity Test for Model 1(Jiulong) 
White Heteroskedasticity Test:  
     
     F-statistic 1.062537     Probability 0.396338 
Obs*R-squared 22.26709     Probability 0.384261 
     
     
     
Test Equation:   
Dependent Variable: RESID^2   
Method: Least Squares   
Sample: 1 151   
Included observations: 151   
     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     C 33865.53 151425.4 0.223645 0.8234 
AGE -59324.85 90785.57 -0.653461 0.5146 
AGE^2 7040.353 14912.73 0.472104 0.6377 
INCOME 72934.06 54408.69 1.340486 0.1824 
INCOME^2 -6358.265 8301.095 -0.765955 0.4451 
MALE -49035.56 38094.74 -1.287201 0.2003 
TTRAVEL 211.7737 2710.231 0.078139 0.9378 
TTRAVEL^2 -9.212378 28.31238 -0.325383 0.7454 
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SHOPPING -242.5991 42782.90 -0.005670 0.9955 
FRENQ 10264.49 68348.98 0.150178 0.8809 
FRENQ^2 -727.2683 11777.74 -0.061749 0.9509 
PROXIMITY -32339.87 39751.90 -0.813543 0.4174 
SIZE 40398.74 38473.05 1.050053 0.2957 
TRANSPORTATION 81117.76 37524.51 2.161727 0.0325 
PARKING -36352.96 54696.74 -0.664628 0.5075 
ANCHOR -17136.17 37508.87 -0.456856 0.6485 
VARIETY 39639.82 36263.66 1.093100 0.2764 
SERVICE 5207.813 42205.62 0.123391 0.9020 
PROMOTION -33480.56 59522.01 -0.562490 0.5748 
PRICE -55929.17 34889.63 -1.603031 0.1114 
QUALITY -14814.60 37654.42 -0.393436 0.6946 
ATMOSPHERE -55619.47 34060.22 -1.632974 0.1049 
     
     R-squared 0.147464     Mean dependent var 35108.52 
Adjusted R-squared 0.008679     S.D. dependent var 188072.2 
S.E. of regression 187254.2     Akaike info criterion 27.25225 
Sum squared resid 4.52E+12     Schwarz criterion 27.69185 
Log likelihood -2035.545     F-statistic 1.062537 
Durbin-Watson stat 2.100459     Prob(F-statistic) 0.396338 
     
     
 
Appendix 8: White Heteroskedasticity Test for Model 2 
White Heteroskedasticity Test:  
     
     F-statistic 1.432924     Probability 0.002248 
Obs*R-squared 202.7469     Probability 0.008126 
     
     
     
Test Equation:   
Dependent Variable: RESID^2   
Method: Least Squares   
Sample: 1 611   
Included observations: 611   
     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     C 36070.80 10312.26 3.497856 0.0005 
AGE -3106.418 4342.526 -0.715348 0.4748 
AGE^2 -205.4962 492.9564 -0.416865 0.6770 
AGE*INCOME -462.1093 683.7762 -0.675820 0.4995 
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AGE*MALE 302.2829 1460.267 0.207005 0.8361 
AGE*FRENQ 475.6653 526.0424 0.904234 0.3664 
AGE*TTRAVEL 23.41725 32.43522 0.721970 0.4707 
AGE*SHOPPING 162.8896 1480.676 0.110010 0.9124 
AGE*PROXIMITY 1975.481 1540.788 1.282123 0.2005 
AGE*SIZE 827.1387 1403.093 0.589511 0.5558 
AGE*TRANSPORTATION -1454.822 1484.705 -0.979873 0.3277 
AGE*PARKING -61.96502 1885.604 -0.032862 0.9738 
AGE*ANCHOR 835.4413 1442.198 0.579284 0.5627 
AGE*VARIETY 582.7888 1367.231 0.426255 0.6701 
AGE*SERVICE -1368.050 1744.699 -0.784118 0.4334 
AGE*PROMOTION -1223.933 1747.948 -0.700211 0.4842 
AGE*PRICE 1042.832 1300.497 0.801872 0.4230 
AGE*QUALITY 72.70098 1360.500 0.053437 0.9574 
AGE*ATMOSPHERE 1160.992 1341.729 0.865296 0.3873 
INCOME 1512.409 2700.358 0.560077 0.5757 
INCOME^2 -82.44051 367.5570 -0.224293 0.8226 
INCOME*MALE 434.0781 1151.472 0.376977 0.7064 
INCOME*FRENQ -389.2541 430.1267 -0.904975 0.3660 
INCOME*TTRAVEL -2.040242 25.50527 -0.079993 0.9363 
INCOME*SHOPPING 619.2170 1235.688 0.501111 0.6165 
INCOME*PROXIMITY 495.2069 1227.431 0.403450 0.6868 
INCOME*SIZE 1657.298 1253.204 1.322449 0.1867 
INCOME*TRANSPORTATION -741.2865 1145.766 -0.646979 0.5180 
INCOME*PARKING -2589.776 1636.655 -1.582359 0.1143 
INCOME*ANCHOR -400.2098 1181.258 -0.338800 0.7349 
INCOME*VARIETY -673.8597 1065.534 -0.632415 0.5274 
INCOME*SERVICE 150.8502 1284.026 0.117482 0.9065 
INCOME*PROMOTION 3264.411 1601.533 2.038304 0.0421 
INCOME*PRICE -1509.828 1035.549 -1.457997 0.1455 
INCOME*QUALITY 170.8552 1093.358 0.156266 0.8759 
INCOME*ATMOSPHERE -27.56983 1105.135 -0.024947 0.9801 
MALE 8898.902 5287.735 1.682933 0.0931 
MALE*FRENQ -117.0333 785.1952 -0.149050 0.8816 
MALE*TTRAVEL -24.93338 56.77951 -0.439126 0.6608 
MALE*SHOPPING -3887.042 2264.271 -1.716686 0.0867 
MALE*PROXIMITY -4436.722 2469.904 -1.796314 0.0731 
MALE*SIZE -7311.062 2390.970 -3.057780 0.0024 
MALE*TRANSPORTATION 1041.308 2399.162 0.434030 0.6645 
MALE*PARKING 4460.172 3788.966 1.177148 0.2398 
MALE*ANCHOR 409.3282 2433.419 0.168211 0.8665 
MALE*VARIETY 747.7852 2378.027 0.314456 0.7533 
MALE*SERVICE 1172.228 2623.790 0.446769 0.6553 
MALE*PROMOTION -865.8108 3314.651 -0.261207 0.7941 
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MALE*PRICE 3347.072 2211.019 1.513814 0.1308 
MALE*QUALITY -2868.246 2250.435 -1.274529 0.2031 
MALE*ATMOSPHERE -2468.261 2256.994 -1.093605 0.2747 
FRENQ -4085.408 2576.301 -1.585765 0.1135 
FRENQ^2 174.4531 312.8958 0.557544 0.5774 
FRENQ*TTRAVEL 2.175401 22.19327 0.098021 0.9220 
FRENQ*SHOPPING 1178.456 873.3287 1.349385 0.1779 
FRENQ*PROXIMITY -71.72835 901.4419 -0.079571 0.9366 
FRENQ*SIZE 1305.958 877.9707 1.487474 0.1376 
FRENQ*TRANSPORTATION -65.83443 897.2653 -0.073372 0.9415 
FRENQ*PARKING -301.3385 1379.463 -0.218446 0.8272 
FRENQ*ANCHOR 379.4492 979.6193 0.387344 0.6987 
FRENQ*VARIETY 1583.565 917.5991 1.725770 0.0851 
FRENQ*SERVICE 1085.093 1067.739 1.016253 0.3101 
FRENQ*PROMOTION -1873.027 1121.601 -1.669959 0.0956 
FRENQ*PRICE 44.81493 836.9290 0.053547 0.9573 
FRENQ*QUALITY 39.86494 919.1915 0.043370 0.9654 
FRENQ*ATMOSPHERE 73.72610 850.5543 0.086680 0.9310 
TTRAVEL -219.5718 154.7177 -1.419177 0.1565 
TTRAVEL^2 1.453256 0.815910 1.781147 0.0756 
TTRAVEL*SHOPPING -24.06582 57.21504 -0.420620 0.6742 
TTRAVEL*PROXIMITY 84.42916 73.05504 1.155692 0.2484 
TTRAVEL*SIZE 101.6780 65.58342 1.550362 0.1218 
TTRAVEL*TRANSPORTATION 41.20123 70.94091 0.580782 0.5617 
TTRAVEL*PARKING 10.07061 97.61619 0.103165 0.9179 
TTRAVEL*ANCHOR 27.26042 63.73680 0.427703 0.6691 
TTRAVEL*VARIETY -20.48083 58.04584 -0.352839 0.7244 
TTRAVEL*SERVICE -47.34211 69.74154 -0.678822 0.4976 
TTRAVEL*PROMOTION -121.5322 95.63562 -1.270784 0.2045 
TTRAVEL*PRICE -39.68510 60.49830 -0.655970 0.5122 
TTRAVEL*QUALITY 43.34619 58.75699 0.737720 0.4611 
TTRAVEL*ATMOSPHERE -24.81717 56.92187 -0.435987 0.6631 
SHOPPING -13280.75 5490.008 -2.419077 0.0160 
SHOPPING*PROXIMITY -566.2557 2549.560 -0.222099 0.8243 
SHOPPING*SIZE 2205.816 2493.787 0.884524 0.3769 
SHOPPING*TRANSPORTATION -618.9985 2540.787 -0.243625 0.8076 
SHOPPING*PARKING 1296.555 4032.016 0.321565 0.7479 
SHOPPING*ANCHOR 6169.978 2648.261 2.329823 0.0203 
SHOPPING*VARIETY 9063.387 2454.803 3.692104 0.0002 
SHOPPING*SERVICE 8309.327 3092.978 2.686513 0.0075 
SHOPPING*PROMOTION -8922.033 3104.515 -2.873889 0.0042 
SHOPPING*PRICE 1727.182 2564.308 0.673547 0.5009 
SHOPPING*QUALITY -1170.941 2501.443 -0.468106 0.6399 
SHOPPING*ATMOSPHERE 1234.182 2381.211 0.518300 0.6045 
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PROXIMITY -6672.859 5562.411 -1.199634 0.2309 
PROXIMITY*SIZE 4599.139 2690.271 1.709545 0.0880 
PROXIMITY*TRANSPORTATION 64.99188 2479.731 0.026209 0.9791 
PROXIMITY*PARKING -3656.025 3804.651 -0.960936 0.3371 
PROXIMITY*ANCHOR -2110.764 2734.621 -0.771867 0.4406 
PROXIMITY*VARIETY -368.5573 2643.726 -0.139408 0.8892 
PROXIMITY*SERVICE 1059.782 3033.231 0.349391 0.7270 
PROXIMITY*PROMOTION 4890.532 3196.249 1.530085 0.1267 
PROXIMITY*PRICE -4111.095 2510.042 -1.637859 0.1021 
PROXIMITY*QUALITY 1010.263 2505.256 0.403257 0.6869 
PROXIMITY*ATMOSPHERE -806.7946 2442.235 -0.330351 0.7413 
SIZE -15731.43 5834.224 -2.696406 0.0073 
SIZE*TRANSPORTATION -1568.663 2524.351 -0.621412 0.5346 
SIZE*PARKING -5821.139 4077.300 -1.427694 0.1541 
SIZE*ANCHOR 1176.193 2823.968 0.416504 0.6772 
SIZE*VARIETY 5115.136 2666.751 1.918115 0.0557 
SIZE*SERVICE 6550.818 3448.130 1.899818 0.0581 
SIZE*PROMOTION -1870.182 3151.499 -0.593426 0.5532 
SIZE*PRICE -3239.924 2366.910 -1.368841 0.1717 
SIZE*QUALITY -99.62628 2513.594 -0.039635 0.9684 
SIZE*ATMOSPHERE 902.7819 2454.180 0.367855 0.7132 
TRANSPORTATION 1973.653 5701.634 0.346156 0.7294 
TRANSPORTATION*PARKING -2097.466 3667.067 -0.571974 0.5676 
TRANSPORTATION*ANCHOR 589.9938 2550.685 0.231308 0.8172 
TRANSPORTATION*VARIETY 85.88532 2441.759 0.035174 0.9720 
TRANSPORTATION*SERVICE -2203.659 3027.683 -0.727837 0.4671 
TRANSPORTATION*PROMOTION 3681.136 3032.345 1.213957 0.2254 
TRANSPORTATION*PRICE 860.7366 2377.259 0.362071 0.7175 
TRANSPORTATION*QUALITY 3337.129 2496.118 1.336927 0.1819 
TRANSPORTATION*ATMOSPHERE 1047.133 2413.388 0.433885 0.6646 
PARKING -1067.532 9363.033 -0.114016 0.9093 
PARKING*ANCHOR 6186.077 4034.205 1.533407 0.1259 
PARKING*VARIETY 2124.247 3505.976 0.605893 0.5449 
PARKING*SERVICE 2015.300 4196.675 0.480213 0.6313 
PARKING*PROMOTION -5396.993 5111.038 -1.055949 0.2916 
PARKING*PRICE 6772.099 3877.642 1.746448 0.0814 
PARKING*QUALITY -2968.955 3841.388 -0.772886 0.4400 
PARKING*ATMOSPHERE 10754.07 3939.864 2.729555 0.0066 
ANCHOR -14688.57 6521.410 -2.252361 0.0248 
ANCHOR*VARIETY 3658.594 2800.351 1.306477 0.1921 
ANCHOR*SERVICE 1932.388 3441.513 0.561494 0.5747 
ANCHOR*PROMOTION -9697.746 3232.421 -3.000149 0.0028 
ANCHOR*PRICE 7291.552 2491.507 2.926563 0.0036 
ANCHOR*QUALITY 1949.863 2366.132 0.824072 0.4103 
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ANCHOR*ATMOSPHERE -819.0131 2465.754 -0.332155 0.7399 
VARIETY -15917.75 5853.463 -2.719373 0.0068 
VARIETY*SERVICE 344.7052 3290.777 0.104749 0.9166 
VARIETY*PROMOTION -9447.274 3271.213 -2.888003 0.0041 
VARIETY*PRICE 3391.091 2381.837 1.423729 0.1552 
VARIETY*QUALITY 12.87463 2381.556 0.005406 0.9957 
VARIETY*ATMOSPHERE -2761.181 2408.852 -1.146265 0.2523 
SERVICE -16819.36 6751.654 -2.491147 0.0131 
SERVICE*PROMOTION -6498.819 3703.014 -1.755008 0.0799 
SERVICE*PRICE 3673.013 2815.028 1.304788 0.1926 
SERVICE*QUALITY 4.584462 2759.817 0.001661 0.9987 
SERVICE*ATMOSPHERE 1537.829 3007.095 0.511400 0.6093 
PROMOTION 23045.48 7275.611 3.167497 0.0016 
PROMOTION*PRICE -1200.826 3362.236 -0.357151 0.7211 
PROMOTION*QUALITY 2800.811 3245.870 0.862885 0.3887 
PROMOTION*ATMOSPHERE 1127.987 3100.498 0.363808 0.7162 
PRICE -2887.121 5618.109 -0.513896 0.6076 
PRICE*QUALITY -1263.485 2420.464 -0.522001 0.6019 
PRICE*ATMOSPHERE 677.6082 2388.088 0.283745 0.7767 
QUALITY -4586.376 5555.238 -0.825595 0.4095 
QUALITY*ATMOSPHERE 1349.642 2352.647 0.573670 0.5665 
ATMOSPHERE -2270.506 5528.299 -0.410706 0.6815 
     
     R-squared 0.331828     Mean dependent var 3667.082 
Adjusted R-squared 0.100254     S.D. dependent var 10611.06 
S.E. of regression 10065.12     Akaike info criterion 21.48952 
Sum squared resid 4.59E+10     Schwarz criterion 22.63123 
Log likelihood -6407.048     F-statistic 1.432924 
Durbin-Watson stat 1.897340     Prob(F-statistic) 0.002248 
     
     
 
Appendix 9a: White Heteroskedasticity Test for Model 3 
White Heteroskedasticity Test: Dependent variable=EXPENSE  
     
     F-statistic 1.596888     Probability 0.000277 
Obs*R-squared 175.6042     Probability 0.001309 
     
     
     
Test Equation:   
Dependent Variable: RESID^2   
Method: Least Squares   
Sample: 1 611   
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Included observations: 611   
White Heteroskedasticity-Consistent Standard Errors & Covariance 
     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     C -176966.1 172322.9 -1.026945 0.3050 
DURATION1 428.3176 648.3886 0.660588 0.5092 
DURATION1^2 -1.289543 1.335273 -0.965752 0.3346 
DURATION1*MALE 461.4898 395.1910 1.167764 0.2435 
DURATION1*INCOME -219.5176 313.0502 -0.701222 0.4835 
DURATION1*FRENQ 153.9429 211.1972 0.728906 0.4664 
DURATION1*SHOPPING 114.5662 346.3775 0.330755 0.7410 
DURATION1*PROXIMITY -109.2337 355.2947 -0.307445 0.7586 
DURATION1*SIZE -748.4793 541.6146 -1.381941 0.1676 
DURATION1*TRANSPORTATION -119.7887 696.3397 -0.172026 0.8635 
DURATION1*PARKING -1019.297 941.9861 -1.082072 0.2798 
DURATION1*VARIETY 34.78546 342.7602 0.101486 0.9192 
DURATION1*SERVICE -223.2484 452.4245 -0.493449 0.6219 
DURATION1*PRICE 27.23472 374.3089 0.072760 0.9420 
DURATION1*PROMOTION 752.3340 451.1680 1.667525 0.0961 
DURATION1*QUALITY -141.8753 433.7046 -0.327124 0.7437 
DURATION1*ATMOSPHERE 260.5495 408.3404 0.638069 0.5237 
MALE -33718.03 54548.53 -0.618129 0.5368 
MALE*INCOME -20103.83 26711.38 -0.752632 0.4520 
MALE*FRENQ 20689.57 18354.93 1.127195 0.2602 
MALE*SHOPPING 39530.60 29792.15 1.326880 0.1852 
MALE*PROXIMITY -43247.54 53870.02 -0.802813 0.4225 
MALE*SIZE -67637.33 59718.93 -1.132594 0.2579 
MALE*TRANSPORTATION -89408.25 90990.63 -0.982609 0.3263 
MALE*PARKING 185524.3 163739.6 1.133045 0.2578 
MALE*VARIETY -24682.82 55334.22 -0.446068 0.6557 
MALE*SERVICE -23721.30 45485.05 -0.521519 0.6022 
MALE*PRICE 72346.93 46216.34 1.565397 0.1181 
MALE*PROMOTION 213095.7 123496.3 1.725523 0.0851 
MALE*QUALITY 14136.15 46563.43 0.303589 0.7616 
MALE*ATMOSPHERE 59697.02 59783.64 0.998551 0.3185 
INCOME 34933.91 54924.42 0.636036 0.5251 
INCOME^2 -3364.285 6938.181 -0.484894 0.6280 
INCOME*FRENQ 3581.308 7408.247 0.483422 0.6290 
INCOME*SHOPPING 12464.42 17908.41 0.696009 0.4868 
INCOME*PROXIMITY -15990.19 24748.99 -0.646094 0.5185 
INCOME*SIZE 19537.50 16827.50 1.161046 0.2462 
INCOME*TRANSPORTATION 37235.13 46030.66 0.808920 0.4190 
INCOME*PARKING 17926.00 36987.77 0.484647 0.6281 
INCOME*VARIETY 25871.37 23619.08 1.095359 0.2739 
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INCOME*SERVICE -12800.61 24409.88 -0.524403 0.6002 
INCOME*PRICE -36028.53 25230.35 -1.427984 0.1539 
INCOME*PROMOTION -78984.89 49346.84 -1.600607 0.1101 
INCOME*QUALITY -24340.86 27538.32 -0.883891 0.3772 
INCOME*ATMOSPHERE -34370.73 30754.13 -1.117597 0.2643 
FRENQ 28499.49 44279.98 0.643620 0.5201 
FRENQ^2 733.4991 5489.663 0.133615 0.8938 
FRENQ*SHOPPING 948.9439 16831.22 0.056380 0.9551 
FRENQ*PROXIMITY -28018.13 20299.29 -1.380252 0.1681 
FRENQ*SIZE -24940.10 21286.44 -1.171643 0.2419 
FRENQ*TRANSPORTATION 12619.97 24664.19 0.511672 0.6091 
FRENQ*PARKING 24849.04 42493.48 0.584773 0.5590 
FRENQ*VARIETY -15423.31 16689.79 -0.924117 0.3559 
FRENQ*SERVICE -19689.18 17974.25 -1.095410 0.2739 
FRENQ*PRICE 12574.43 18579.58 0.676788 0.4989 
FRENQ*PROMOTION 14192.35 20982.18 0.676400 0.4991 
FRENQ*QUALITY -11958.82 18923.19 -0.631966 0.5277 
FRENQ*ATMOSPHERE -2101.000 10867.27 -0.193333 0.8468 
SHOPPING 70088.88 84866.91 0.825868 0.4093 
SHOPPING*PROXIMITY -49635.55 45057.15 -1.101613 0.2712 
SHOPPING*SIZE 17340.75 46155.16 0.375706 0.7073 
SHOPPING*TRANSPORTATION 24301.56 65794.48 0.369356 0.7120 
SHOPPING*PARKING 122456.3 144250.2 0.848916 0.3963 
SHOPPING*VARIETY -43807.63 59097.29 -0.741280 0.4589 
SHOPPING*SERVICE -68959.44 43686.74 -1.578498 0.1151 
SHOPPING*PRICE -21690.86 37457.53 -0.579079 0.5628 
SHOPPING*PROMOTION 92439.81 83652.18 1.105050 0.2697 
SHOPPING*QUALITY -40680.92 38685.22 -1.051588 0.2935 
SHOPPING*ATMOSPHERE -61041.77 35239.42 -1.732201 0.0839 
PROXIMITY 97455.15 73183.46 1.331656 0.1836 
PROXIMITY*SIZE 7015.594 50082.15 0.140082 0.8887 
PROXIMITY*TRANSPORTATION -8677.009 57241.87 -0.151585 0.8796 
PROXIMITY*PARKING 31682.83 79273.26 0.399666 0.6896 
PROXIMITY*VARIETY -18459.47 44092.99 -0.418649 0.6757 
PROXIMITY*SERVICE -10494.49 41030.50 -0.255773 0.7982 
PROXIMITY*PRICE 14261.96 50327.71 0.283382 0.7770 
PROXIMITY*PROMOTION -38690.54 84243.54 -0.459270 0.6462 
PROXIMITY*QUALITY 40641.92 41923.08 0.969440 0.3328 
PROXIMITY*ATMOSPHERE 24878.86 53748.34 0.462877 0.6437 
SIZE 28015.99 68681.70 0.407911 0.6835 
SIZE*TRANSPORTATION -9286.065 59259.34 -0.156702 0.8755 
SIZE*PARKING 38571.93 62895.13 0.613274 0.5400 
SIZE*VARIETY -43114.18 49997.70 -0.862323 0.3889 
SIZE*SERVICE -18450.57 55329.02 -0.333470 0.7389 
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SIZE*PRICE -3415.927 59742.66 -0.057177 0.9544 
SIZE*PROMOTION 20249.96 61584.36 0.328817 0.7424 
SIZE*QUALITY -13182.37 60796.39 -0.216828 0.8284 
SIZE*ATMOSPHERE 42193.74 40862.16 1.032587 0.3023 
TRANSPORTATION -35217.46 78026.50 -0.451353 0.6519 
TRANSPORTATION*PARKING -153746.0 127920.1 -1.201890 0.2300 
TRANSPORTATION*VARIETY 115687.6 72626.68 1.592907 0.1118 
TRANSPORTATION*SERVICE 38111.38 53642.83 0.710466 0.4778 
TRANSPORTATION*PRICE 32587.65 88734.24 0.367250 0.7136 
TRANSPORTATION*PROMOTION -167061.8 117106.9 -1.426575 0.1543 
TRANSPORTATION*QUALITY -24676.60 47217.29 -0.522618 0.6015 
TRANSPORTATION*ATMOSPHERE -95057.75 74341.29 -1.278667 0.2016 
PARKING -334956.9 325017.5 -1.030581 0.3032 
PARKING*VARIETY -144692.8 107754.5 -1.342801 0.1800 
PARKING*SERVICE -143326.5 121694.0 -1.177761 0.2395 
PARKING*PRICE -56130.86 93586.61 -0.599774 0.5489 
PARKING*PROMOTION 656880.9 436730.0 1.504089 0.1332 
PARKING*QUALITY -73604.76 111272.6 -0.661481 0.5086 
PARKING*ATMOSPHERE 237020.2 180675.5 1.311856 0.1902 
VARIETY 160837.1 117015.7 1.374491 0.1699 
VARIETY*SERVICE 36064.31 70482.42 0.511678 0.6091 
VARIETY*PRICE -11983.38 44990.26 -0.266355 0.7901 
VARIETY*PROMOTION -150840.3 106371.8 -1.418047 0.1568 
VARIETY*QUALITY -36067.38 37047.84 -0.973535 0.3308 
VARIETY*ATMOSPHERE -127949.2 74344.22 -1.721038 0.0859 
SERVICE 132493.0 102032.5 1.298537 0.1947 
SERVICE*PRICE 41485.67 48223.74 0.860275 0.3901 
SERVICE*PROMOTION -198692.3 156657.7 -1.268322 0.2053 
SERVICE*QUALITY 25084.17 42440.77 0.591039 0.5548 
SERVICE*ATMOSPHERE -3950.699 39871.71 -0.099085 0.9211 
PRICE -25328.00 80087.31 -0.316255 0.7519 
PRICE*PROMOTION 39641.72 75137.49 0.527589 0.5980 
PRICE*QUALITY 63013.37 49983.36 1.260687 0.2080 
PRICE*ATMOSPHERE -6844.477 52247.48 -0.131001 0.8958 
PROMOTION 109649.3 97898.15 1.120035 0.2633 
PROMOTION*QUALITY -84362.69 88764.15 -0.950414 0.3424 
PROMOTION*ATMOSPHERE 179628.1 152848.8 1.175201 0.2405 
QUALITY 68701.56 67529.06 1.017363 0.3095 
QUALITY*ATMOSPHERE -3034.806 38278.98 -0.079281 0.9368 
ATMOSPHERE 95397.08 61171.77 1.559495 0.1195 
     
     R-squared 0.287405     Mean dependent var 41644.01 
Adjusted R-squared 0.107427     S.D. dependent var 253015.4 
S.E. of regression 239039.1     Akaike info criterion 27.78570 
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Sum squared resid 2.78E+13     Schwarz criterion 28.68173 
Log likelihood -8364.532     F-statistic 1.596888 
Durbin-Watson stat 1.957289     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000277 
     
     
 
Appendix 9b: White Heteroskedasticity Test for Model 3 
White Heteroskedasticity Test: Dependent variable=DURATION  
     
     F-statistic 2.202574     Probability 0.001322 
Obs*R-squared 46.51849     Probability 0.001695 
     
     
     
Test Equation:   
Dependent Variable: RESID^2   
Method: Least Squares   
Sample: 1 611   
Included observations: 611   
White Heteroskedasticity-Consistent Standard Errors & Covariance 
     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
     
     C 4056.508 1686.270 2.405610 0.0165 
MALE 5590.948 3934.671 1.420944 0.1559 
MALE*TTRAVEL -53.63345 47.18382 -1.136692 0.2561 
MALE*SHOPPING -3590.541 2953.871 -1.215538 0.2246 
MALE*TRANSPORTATION -2567.838 2026.588 -1.267075 0.2056 
MALE*PROMOTION 2926.598 4903.863 0.596794 0.5509 
MALE*SERVICE -1645.026 1526.518 -1.077632 0.2816 
TTRAVEL -72.74610 68.26319 -1.065671 0.2870 
TTRAVEL^2 0.923079 0.604091 1.528047 0.1270 
TTRAVEL*SHOPPING 21.86287 46.68154 0.468341 0.6397 
TTRAVEL*TRANSPORTATION 37.73871 44.44980 0.849019 0.3962 
TTRAVEL*PROMOTION -121.6788 94.36317 -1.289474 0.1977 
TTRAVEL*SERVICE 7.044662 31.52418 0.223469 0.8232 
SHOPPING -659.5856 1760.766 -0.374601 0.7081 
SHOPPING*TRANSPORTATION 243.6442 2801.626 0.086965 0.9307 
SHOPPING*PROMOTION -10446.86 6552.152 -1.594417 0.1114 
SHOPPING*SERVICE 3180.935 1998.844 1.591388 0.1121 
TRANSPORTATION -516.4412 3066.725 -0.168402 0.8663 
TRANSPORTATION*PROMOTION 356.8873 3631.501 0.098275 0.9217 
TRANSPORTATION*SERVICE 111.7578 1518.727 0.073586 0.9414 
PROMOTION 14198.01 8342.128 1.701965 0.0893 
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PROMOTION*SERVICE -2865.650 2178.457 -1.315450 0.1889 
SERVICE -3243.204 2147.998 -1.509873 0.1316 
     
     R-squared 0.076135     Mean dependent var 3697.240 
Adjusted R-squared 0.041569     S.D. dependent var 10817.88 
S.E. of regression 10590.65     Akaike info criterion 21.41025 
Sum squared resid 6.60E+10     Schwarz criterion 21.57645 
Log likelihood -6517.830     F-statistic 2.202574 
Durbin-Watson stat 1.893327     Prob(F-statistic) 0.001322 
     
     
 
 
